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ABSTRACT 

We study the spatial instability of a pair of symmetric oblique modes in the 

long-wave limit using multiple time scales and matched asymptotic expansions. The 

base flow is a supersonic mixing layer that satisfies Miles' condition, namely that 

the Mach number is chosen so that the corresponding vortex sheet is marginally 

stable. We introduce the small disturbance far upstream where nonlinear terms are 

small and study the growth of the disturbance as it convects downstream. Even 

though we are using a long wavelength, the growth rate is small enough so that the 

disturbance is essentially periodic from one wavelength to the next. We use linear 

analysis to solve the problem initially, and then determine a distinguished scaling 

between the small characteristic frequency and the small characteristic amplitude 

in order to do the nonlinear analysis. The nonlinear analysis results in a nonlinear 

integro-differential equation for the amplitude of the disturbance that must be 

solved numerically. When the angle of obliqueness is than 7r /4, the growth of 

the disturbance is much larger than the growth predicted by linear theory, and the 

growth becomes unbounded at a singularity located at a finite distance downstream. 

The result is similar to the findings of other analyses done near the neutral point by 

other authors. When the angle of obliqueness is larger than 7r /4, the amplitude of 

the disturbance experiences a series of modulations in the downstream direction; 
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however, the the overall growth of the amplitude is again much larger than the 

growth predicted by linear theory, but is not as large as the growth experienced 

for angles less than 7r /4. The modulations in the amplitude are caused by the 

nonlinear term in the integro-differential equation; when the angle of obliqueness 

is less than 7r /4, the nonlinear term enhances growth, but when the the angle is 

larger than 7r / 4, the nonlinear term alternately enhances and dampens growth as 

the disturbance convects downstream. So, in either case, the nonlinear interaction 

between two oblique modes causes the disturbance to grow much more quickly than 

the growth predicted by linear theory alone. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Interest 

A mixing layer, or shear layer, consists of two parallel streams moving at different 

velocities. In a supersonic mixing layer, the velocity difference between the two 

streams of fluid is large in some sense and the flow is compressible. 

Supersonic mixing layers occur, for example, in the external aerodynamics of 

high speed aircraft and in the internal aerodynamics of the propulsion required for 

these aircraft. At sufficiently high Mach numbers, linear stability theory predicts 

that a vortex sheet is stable (Miles 1958, Fejer & Miles 1963). In our analysis, we 

do not examine the stability of a vortex sheet, but look at a continuous velocity 

profile that is thin in comparison to the wave length of the disturbance. Because 

a thin mixing layer is similar to vortex sheet, we expect our mixing layer to have 

some of the same properties as a vortex sheet, which is indeed the case since 

mixing layers become more stable as the Mach number increases. An example of 

this behavior is the difficulty of mixing fuel and air for combustion at high Mach 

numbers. Practically we would like to know more about the stability of shear layers 

in order to understand this and other problems. 
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1.2 Incompressible Mixing Layers 

To help better understand the analysis in the succeeding chapters, we first present 

some background material on the stability of mixing layers in inviscid incompress

ible flows. These are classical results that may be found in Drazin & Reid (1981). 

We suppose that the base flow is two-dimensional, with the x-axis pointing 

in the streamwise direction and the y-axis pointing in the cross-stream direction. 

According to Squire's theorem, for each unstable three dimensional disturbance, 

there corresponds a more unstable two dimensional disturbance; so we consider only 

a two-dimensional disturbance. In this review we use the normal-mode approach to 

represent our disturbance through the stream function 'I/J(x, y, t) = ¢(y)exp[ia(x

ct)], where a is the wavenumber and c is the phase speed. Then the downstream 

and cross-stream velocity components are given by u = 8'I/J / 8y and v = -8'I/J / 8x = 

-ia'I/J. By substituting this form of the disturbance into the linearized Euler and 

continuity equations, and by doing some algebra, we obtain the Rayleigh equation 

(U - c)(¢" - a2 ¢) - U" ¢ = 0, 

where U = U(y) is the base flow velocity profile. Note that as y ~ ±oo, U" ~ 0 

exponentially, so that ¢ '" AJ exp( -ay)+A2 exp(ay); here, AJ and A2 are constants 

chosen so that the disturbance decays as y ~ ±oo. 

Several important results can be derived from the Rayleigh equation. The 

Rayleigh inflection-point theorem states that a necessary condition for instability is 

that the base flow velocity profile must have an inflection point. Fj~rtoft 's theorem 

states that a necessary condition for instability is that U" (U - Uinf) < 0, where 

Uinf is the velocity at the inflection point. The hyperbolic tangent function satisfies 

Fj~rtoft's theorem for example. Let the real and imaginary parts of the phase speed 

be denoted by Cr and Cj, respectively. Then Howard's semicircle theorem states that 

[cr - (Umax + Umin)/2]2 + cr :::; [(Umax - Umin)/2]2 for Ci > O. In particular, this 

implies that Umin < Cr < Umax . The last result shows that the convection speed 

of an instability mode lies between the minimum and maximum values of the base 

flow velocity; in other words, instability modes convect with the fluid. 
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If the disturbance is a neutral mode with Cj ~ 0, then the cross-stream 

location at which the fluid velocity equals the wave speed is called the critical layer 

and is denoted by Yc. Define Ue = U(Ye) and let primes denote differentiation with 

respect to y. If U~' =/= 0, then Y = Ye is a regular singular point of the Rayleigh 

equation, and we can expand all quantities in the Rayleigh equation in Taylor series 

about the point Y = Ye and solve using the method of Frobenius. The solution for 

Y > Ye is <p(y) = A<Pl + B(P2, where <PI = (y - Yc) + (U2 /2U~)(y - Ye? + ... and 

<P2 = 1 + ... + (U2 /UD<Pl (y) log(y - Yc). Note that the downstream and cross

stream disturbance velocities, u = a1jJ / ay and v = -a1jJ / a:-c, are both singular at 

the critical point. When Y < Ye, the logarithmic term becomes log IY - Yel - i7r, 

which is commonly called a phase change of -7r. That a phase change of -7r rather 

than 7r is correct can be shown by rescaling the Rayleigh equation in the critical 

layer, solving, and then matching the critical layer solutions with the Frobenius 

solutions (Maslowe 1981). 

1.3 Compressible Mixing Layers 

Next suppose that we have a supersonic mixing layer. The results from inviscid 

theory are a reliable guide to the stability of compressible mixing layers when 

viscosity is present (Mack 1987). In general, the instability of a mixing layer 

decreases with increasing Mach number. Incompressible mixing layers support only 

one mode of instability, while compressible mixing layers may have more than one 

unstable mode (Jackson & Grosch 1989). As a rule of thumb, compressible mixing 

layers have more than one instability mode when the Mach number is greater than 

1 + 1.1 / 2 where 1· is the ratio of temperature in the slow external stream to the 

temperature in the fast external stream. At low and moderate Mach numbers, 

oblique modes are the most unstable modes, while at high Mach numbers, two

dimensional modes are most unstable (Balsa & Goldstein 1990). In this study, we 

do not look at extremely high Mach numbers, so we examine oblique modes. 

Many types of instablility exist in physical situations. In this analysis, we 

consider the nonlinear interaction of vorticity modes in a free shear layer. In wakes, 

jets, and boundary layers, acoustic modes, as well as vorticity modes, may be im-
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portant (Mack 1989). In boundary layers, important instability mechanisms in

clude peak-valley splitting, subharmonic breakdown, fundamental breaktown, and 

the Craig C-type of instability, among others. 

Miles (1958) and Fejer & Miles (1963) examined the stability of vortex sheets 

with respect to two- and three-dimensional disturbances, respectively. Recall that a 

vortex sheet is a mixing layer with a discontinuous velocity profile. They found that 

the vortex sheet becomes marginally stable above a supersonic Mach number; this 

Mach number is inversely proportional to cos (), where () is the propagation angle 

of the oblique mode. We shall call this criterion Miles' condition. Furthermore, 

there are three of these marginally stable modes, which we label as the fast, slow, 

and intermediate modes according to their phase speeds. 

Suppose now that we no longer have a discontinuous velocity profile, but a 

continuous velocity profile in which the region of mixing between the two streams of 

fluid is thin in comparison to the disturbance wave length. When Miles' condition 

is satisfied, Jackson & Grosch (1989) found numerically that the fast and slow 

modes are unstable. For these mixing layers, the frequency is proportional to 

the small wavenumber and the growth rate is proprtional to the square of the 

wavenumber. So the lengthscale over which the disturbance grows is much larger 

than the wavelength of the disturbance. This will provide lengthscales that allow us 

to use asymptotic analysis and multiple scales to study the instability of supersonic 

mixing layers. 

Since the lengthscale associated with the growth of the disturbance is much 

longer than the wavelength when Miles' condition is satisfied, the disturbance ap

pears approximately steady when viewed from a reference frame translating with 

the phase speed. If Miles' condition is not satisfied, the lengthscale over which 

the instability grows is comparable to the wavelength; the amplitude of the dis

turbance changes significantly over a wavelength resulting in a Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability. In this case, the disturbance no longer appears steady from a reference 

frame moving with the phase speed. 

On the other hand, if we shorten the wavelength of the disturbance, the 
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growth rate of the disturbance increases and then decreases to zero. The corre

sponding frequency at which the growth rate reaches zero is known as the neutral 

frequency. At frequencies higher than the neutral frequency, the disturbance is 

no longer unstable. At frequencies near the neutral frequency, the growth rate 

varies linearly with the difference in frequency from the neutral frequency, rather 

than quadratically with frequency when the frequency is close to zero and Miles' 

condition is satisfied. If the frequency is chosen sufficiently close to the neutral 

frequency, the growth rate will be small and the lengthscale over which the dis

turbance grows will be much larger than the wavelength of the disturbance. In 

this case, the disturbance will appear approximately steady when viewed from a 

reference frame traveling with the fluid in the critical layer. Thus, an asymptotic 

analysis may also be done near the neutral frequency, with the small scales com

ing from the disturbance amplitude and the small deviation in frequency from the 

neutral frequency. 

Whether the frequency is small and close to zero or near the neutral fre

quency, the growth rates are small and the flow in the critical layer is approximately 

steady when viewed from a reference frame moving at the phase speed; in either 

case, the nonlinear terms in the convective derivative are no longer much smaller 

than the unsteady linear terms, and so may not be neglected. The balance be

tween unsteady, nonlinear and (possible) viscous terms will determine the form of 

the equations in the critical layer. 

One choice of balance results in the Stuart-Watson-Landau equation 

for the amplitude A of a temporal (or spatial) disturbance. This happens when 

viscous effects are so strong that they playa role not only in the thin critical layer, 

but throughout the mixing layer. The coefficient ao controls the linear growth 

of the disturbance, and the term with the coefficient a2, known as the Landau 

constant, modifies the linear growth of the disturbance. The reason for this form 

of the amplitude equation is discussed shortly. 
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Benney & Bergeron (1969) considered the balance between nonlinear and 

viscous terms in a thin equilibrium or steady critical layer. Stewartson (1981), 

Goldstein et. al. (1987), and others have further developed the work of Benney & 

Bergeron. Rickernell (1984) considered a non-equilibrium or unsteady critical layer 

and derived a nonlinear amplitude equation similar to the Stuart-Watson-Landau 

equation, with the cubic term replaced by an integral whose integrand is cubic in 

the disturbance amplitude. 

In this study, we consider the stability of a shear layer with respect to two 

symmetric oblique modes convecting downstream. We ignore viscosity and balance 

nonlinear terms with unsteady terms in the thin critical layer. Other studies of 

oblique modes and interacting oblique modes (Goldstein & Choi 1989; Goldstein 

& Leib 1989; Goldstein & Lee 1992) have produced integro-differential equations 

for the disturbance amplitude similar to the one given by Rickernell (1984). 

In these studies, nonlinearities are produced in a step by step manner. The 

disturbance typically consists of a fundamental which produces zeroth and first 

harmonics through nonlinear terms in the critical layer equations. These new har

monics which are quadratic in the disturbance amplitude interact with the funda

mental to produce a new fundamental that is cubic in the disurbance amplitude. If 

the scales of the problem are properly chosen, the fundamental that is cubic in the 

amplitude will interact with the linear fundamental at the correct order and modify 

the linear amplitude equation which governs the growth of the disturbance. At each 

step, since we are considering a spatial instability, we solve for the new harmonics 

using the boundary condition that all disturbances vanish far upstream. These 

solutions involve integrals of the still unknown disturbance amplitude. From this, 

an integral involving the cube of the amplitude is added to the linear amplitude 

equation. 

We emphasize that only the critical layer is nonlinear. Outside the critical 

layer, the base flow is unsteady when viewed from a reference frame traveling with 

the fluid in the critical layer. So the nonlinear terms in the convective derivative 

will be much smaller than the linear unsteady terms outside the critical layer and 
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therefore do not playa role there. 

The equations at lowest order in the critical layer are also linear. Since the 

algebra done in solving for the nonlinear terms is very lengthy, we first solve the 

problem using linear equations only, which gives the linear amplitude equation, 

(5.26). Then we redo the key steps in the analysis using the nonlinear terms in the 

critical layer and derive a modified amplitude equation, (6.55), which contains an 

additional term that is cubic in the amplitude. The nonlinear amplitude equation 

is then normalized to give equation (6.61), which is the main result. Thus, the 

linear theory forms the basis of the analysis, with the nonlinear theory modifying 

the results of the linear theory. 

In an analysis similar to ours, Goldstein & Lee (1992) considered the inter

action of two symmetric oblique modes with a two dimensional disturbance in an 

adverse-pressure-gradient boundary layer. Our lowest order critical layer solutions 

are the same as the solutions found in Goldstein & Lee (1992) for their oblique 

modes, with the addition of a term proportional to a parameter A, which we define 

in (3.6b). If we artificially set A to zero, we obtain the results of Goldstein & 

Lee for their oblique modes. As a result, our solutions from the nonlinear analysis 

contain the terms found in Goldstein & Lee plus additional terms propotional to 

powers of A. 
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1.4 Outline of dissertation 
" 

The dissertation is organized in the following manner. In chapter 2, we introduce 

the problem, establish the asymptotic scalings, and determine the cross-stream 

structure of the base flow. For the purposes of matched asymptotics, we use a 

triple-layer structure in the cross-stream direction. In chapters 3, 4, and 5, we solve 

the linear equations in each of cross-stream layers. Matching the solutions from 

each layer to the neighboring layers yields the linear amplitude equation (5.26). 

In chapter 6, we determine the distinguished scaling between the characteristic 

amplitude and the characteristic frequency, and redo the analysis in the critical 

layer using the nonlinear terms. The modified amplitude equation, (6.61), which 

includes the cubic integral, is the main result. In chapter 7, we present numerical 

results and conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 

Statement of the Problem 

2.1 Equations of Motion 

We consider the motion of an ideal compressible fluid and ignore the effects of 

gravity. Under our assumptions, viscosity and heat conductivity are absent, and 

the flow is isentropic. The relevant equations are the continuity, momentum, energy 

equations, and the equation of state, which are given by 

continuity: ~ Dp* + \7*. u* = 0 
p* Dt* 

(2.1a) 

momentum: *Du* _ -\7* * 
P Dt* - P (2.1b) 

Ds* 
(2.1c) energy: -=0 

Dt* 
state: p* = p*RT*, (2.1d) 

where the asterisks denote dimensional quantities, and where temporarily, D j Dt* = 
oj8t* +u*· \7*. The velocity vector, pressure, density, and temperature are denoted 

by u*, p*, p*, and T*, respectively, R is the ideal gas constant, and s* is the 

entropy. Time is denoted by t*, :v* = (x* , y* , z*) is a Cartesian coordinate system, 

and \7* = io j ox* + j oj oy* + ko j oz*. The streamwise direction is along the x*

axis, the cross-stream direction is along the y* -axis, and the spanwise direction is 

along the z*-axis. 

Small disturbances in a compressible fluid propagate at the speed of sound, 

a*, where (op*jop*)s. = a*2. Using this relation and the energy equation, (2.1c), 

we can rewrite the convective derivative of the pressure as 

Dp* = (op*) Dp* (op*) Ds* = a*2 Dp* . 
Dt* op* Dt* + os* Dt* Dt* s· p. 

For an ideal gas, we can relate the speed of sound and the temperature by a*2 = 

'Y RT*, where 'Y, the isentropic exponent defined by the usual ratio of specific heat 
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capacities, is assumed to be constant. Then 

Dp* = RT*Dp*. 
Dt* 'Y Dt* 

Substituting this into (2.1a) and using (2.1d) gives 

o = ~ Dp* + \7*. u* = ~ 1 Dp* + \7*. u* =.!.~ Dp* + \7*. u*, 
p* Dt* p* 'Y RT* Dt* 'Y p* Dt* 

from which we have 
1 Dp* 'Y Dp* 
------- =0 
p* Dt* p* Dt* 

(2.1e) 

and 

~~: + 'Yp*(\7*. u*) = O. (2.lf) 

We will use (2.1e,f) in place of the continuity and energy equations, respectively. 

2.2 The Base Flow and Nondimensional Equations 

Base Flow 

We assume the base flow to be a free shear layer with continuous velocity, density 

and temperature profiles, denoted by U*(y*)i, Po(y*) and To*(y*), respectively; the 

subscript zero denotes unperturbed or base flow quantities. Substituting the base 

flow quantities into the momentum equation, (2.1b), shows that the pressure, Po, 

in the base flow is constant. 

Nondimensionalization 

Next, we nondimensionalize the equations. For the density, temperature and pres

sure, we use as reference quantities their undisturbed values in the upper shear 

layer. Lengths and speeds are nondimensionalized using a characteristic thickness, 

L;ef' and a characteristic speed, U:ef , of the mixing layer. Then L;erlU:ef provides 

a normalization for time. We do not need to specify the reference length and speed 

to do the analysis. For the speed of sound, we use the speed of sound in the upper 
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stream as reference, which is given by a;ef = .J,RTr: f . This gives us a character

istic Mach number, M, of the flow, which is defined by M = Ur*erla;ef' This choice 

of nondimensionalization gives Po = 1 and po ( +00) = Po+ = To ( +00) = To+ = 1. 

The values of po and To at y = -00 represent the density and temperature ratios 

across the mixing layer. The subscripts ± denote evaluating a quantity at y = ±oo. 

Even though some of the values in the upper stream are unity, as in po+ and To+, 

we do not use their numerical values in order to symmetically write our formulae 

with respect to the variables in the upper and lower streams. See figure 2.1 for an 

illustration of the base flow. 

y, j u+ 
To = Po = 1 + + 

Y=Yc 
x, i 

Z, k 

Figure 2.1 : Base flow velocity profile and base flow parameters. 

Nondimensional Equations of Motion 

Substituting the non dimensional variables into equations (2.1), gives us the nondi

mensional equations of motion: 

continuity: 

p [~+ (u - Ui)· v] p - ~p [~+ (u - Ui). v] p = 0 
Dt , Dt 

(2.2a) 



momentum: 

energy: 

state: 

where 

[~ + (u - Ui). v] u = __ l_!Vp 
Dt ,M2 p 

[~t + (u - U i) . V] P + ,p( V . u) = 0 

p=pT, 

D a a 
-=-+U
Dt at ax 
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(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

(2.2d) 

(2.2e) 

denotes the time derivative moving with the base flow. For the undisturbed flow, 

the equation of state becomes 

poTo = 1 

since po = 1. 

2.3 Perturbation Equations 

Rewriting the variables in terms of base quantities and perturbations gives 

u-tU(y)i+u 

p-t1+p 

p -t po(Y) + P 

T -t To(Y) + T, 

(2.2f) 

where the perturbations u = (u, v, w), p, p and Tare fUllctions of x, y, z and t. 

Substituting into the nondimensional equations of motion, (2.2), gives 

continuity: 

(1 + p) [ (~t + u . V) P + p~v]- ~(po + p) (~t + u . V) P = 0 (2.3a) 

momentum: 

(
D ) I. 1 1 
Dt + u . V u + U V~ + ,M2 po + P V P = 0 (2.3b) 
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energy: 

(2.3c) 

state: 

p = poT + Top + pT, (2.3d) 

where U' = dU/dy, and p~ = dpo/dy. 

Equations (2.3) are fully nonlinear; none of the nonlinear terms have been 

dropped. In principle, we can solve equations (2.3a-c) to find the perturbation 

density, velocity, and pressure, without solving for the perturbation temperature. 

We can solve for the perturbation temperature separately using (2.3d), which is an 

algebraic equation. 

We emphasize that from here on, U, p, etc., denote nondimensional per

turbation quantities. The corresponding base flow variables are Ui, po, etc. In 

addition, all new variables introduced later, such as wavelength, frequency, etc., 

shall be nondimensional. 

2.4 Miles' Condition 

Assume that the upper stream moves more quickly than the lower stream, i.e., 

6.U = U + - U _ > 0, and assume that U _ > 0 is sufficiently large so that the 

mixing layer is convectively unstable (Huerre & Monkewitz 1990). Define a Mach 

number, m, by m = M 6.U. Note that several similarity parameters, including the 

Mach number, temperature ratio across the mixing layer, and others, determine 

the growth rate of an instability mode in a compressible mixing layer (Jackson & 

Grosch 1989; Balsa & Goldstein 1990). When the velocity difference between the 

upper and lower mixing layers is sufficiently large, i.e., when the Mach number 

is larger than some critical value, mcr, the mixing layer is marginally stable in 

the vortex-sheet limit (Miles 1958; Fejer & Miles 1963). We shall refer to this as 

Miles' condition. This critical Mach number is given by mcr = (1 + 1'1/3 )3/2 / cos f), 

where l' = To( -00) is the temperature ratio across the mixing layer, and f) is the 

propagation angle of an oblique disturbance with respect to the x-axis (Fejer & 

Miles 1963). For example, for a two-dimensional disturbance and a temperature 
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ratio of unity, mer = 2J2. We assume that Miles' condition is satisfied, but we 

do not examine the limit m -t 00. We do not have a vortex sheet since our base 

profiles vary continuously across the mixing layer, so we expect the mixing layer 

to be slightly unstable at low frequencies. 

Let Ue be the speed at which marginally stable vortex sheet modes convect 

downstream. From our choice of reference quantities used for nondimensionaliza

tion, Ue = 0(1). Since m > mer, U~ cose + a~ < U; cose < u..;. cose - a+ (Miles 

1958; Fejer & Miles 1963). So U~ < U; < U..;., and IVI: - U; I ~ IVI: - U; I cos e > 
a±, that is, the velocity difference, IVi: - U;I, is supersonic with respect to the 

upper and lower streams, respectively. Because of this, we say that the mixing 

layer is supersonic. 
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2.5 Long Wavelength Disturbances 

Wavelength, vVavenumbers 

In this analysis, we examine low frequency or long wavelength disturbances, which 

originate far upstream, essentially as x -+ -00, from a low frequency excitation. 

The excitation has characteristic amplitude a < € ~ 1, and consists of two linear 

instability modes of equal complex amplitude, of equal real frequency, and of equal, 

but opposite, real spanwise wavenumber. Together, these two modes combine 

to produce a disturbance having a periodic spanwise structure, i.e., the resulting 

disturbance is three-dimensional. 

0= 0(1) 

_L_ 
Critical Level 

Y = Yo 

-r-
L..----.. l{ 

Instability Mode 

Figure 2.2 : Long wavelength disturbance in a thin mixing layer. 

To be more specific, let>. be the wavelength, let 8 = 0(1) be the vorticity 

thickness of the mixing layer, and let w be the low frequency of the excitation. See 

figure 2.2 for a diagram of the wavelength and the vorticity thickness in comparison 

to the velocity profile. We assume that w is real since we are considering a spatial 

instability. Define u by u = w/Uc , so u is the streamwise wavenumber at lowest 
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order. Then it is plausible that a = 0(1/ A) = 0(8/),,), which implies that A »8 = 
0(1) » a > O. We will see that these three lengths cales provide natural scales for 

the cross-stream variable and allow us to use matched asymptotic expansions. 

N ow that the wavelength and downstream wavenumber have been given, we 

may relate these quantities to the spanwise wavenumber. Let k be the wavenumber 

in the streamwise direction, and let R. be the wavenumber in the spanwise direction. 

We assume that k is complex since we are studying a spatial instability, and we 

assume that R. is real. The streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers can be written 

as k = wk(O) + w2 k(I) and R. = w[(O), where k(l) is complex, and where k(O), k(I), 

and [(0) are all 0(1). Since the streamwise wavenumber is a at lowest order, 

k(O) = l/Uc. So k can be rewritten as 

The second term in the expansion for k, a 2 U; k(I), shows that the disturbance 

does not exactly move with speed Uc , and reflects the slight unsteadiness of the 

disturbance when viewed from a reference frame moving downstream at speed Uc • 

Using the lowest-order term of the streamwise wavenumber, the value of the 

angle of propagation, (), is given by tan () = R./ a = wl(O) / a = UcZ(O). Define I as 

Z = Ucl(O). From this, we have the relation tan () = I, and the spanwise wavenumber 

becomes R. = a I. 

Tllickness of the Critical Layer 

Define the complex phase speed, c, to be c = w / k. By substituting in the expression 

for k, we can rewrite the phase speed as 

c = Uc + a(.) + ... , (2.4) 

where (.) is a complex number of magnitude of 0(1). From this, we can find 

the thickness of the critical layer, which is defined as a layer at the critical level 

y = Yc, where U(Yc) = Uc. The need for this layer will become clear later in the 

analysis (Maslowe 1985). Note that Uc is given by classical vortex sheet theory, so 
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U(Ye) = Ue defines Ye. The difference U - c is small in the critical layer, so we 

use this fact to estimate the size of Y - Ye' Rewriting the difference and cancelling 

terms on the right-hand side gives 

U - c = Ue + U~(y - Ye) + ... - [Ue + a(·) + ... ] 
= U~(y - Ye) + ... - a(·) + .... 

Balancing terms gives Y - Ye = O(a), so the thickness of the critical layer is O(a). 

Small Growth Rate 

When Miles' condition is satisfied and the frequency is small, the growth rate varies 

quadratically with the frequency. Since the frequency is O( a), the growth rate is 

O( a2 ); this implies that, in a base flow with continuous velocity profiles, the oblique 

modes are slightly unstable instead of being marginally stable as in the vortex-sheet 

limit. Since the growthrate is very small, the amplitude of a disturbance will change 

by 0(1) over a distance of 1/a2 = 0(>,2), or will change by O(a) over a distance of 

one wavelength. So, even though we are considering long wavelength disturbances, 

the disturbances are essentially periodic; the departure from this periodicity occurs 

on a long scale whose effect is contained in a slowly varying amplitude. 

Cross-Stream Structure 

Having determined the thickness of the critical layer, we now have three length

scales, a, 0, and ..\, which naturally divide the flow in the cross-stream direction. 

See figure 2.3 for a drawing of the cross-stream structure. Corresponding to the 

smallest lengthscale, we have the critical layer defined by Y - Ye = O( a). At the 

order of accuracy of this analysis, we shall see that nonlinear terms appear in the 

critical layer, but do not appear outside the critical layer. Corresponding to the 

intermediate lengthscale, we have the main layers, defined by Y = 0(0) = 0(1), 

which lie above and below the critical layer. Almost all of the vorticity of the 

base flow is concentrated in the main layers, and we assume that U' i= 0 there. 

Corresponding to the longest lengthscale, we have the outer layers, defined by 

Y = 0(..\) = O(l/a), which lie above and below the main layers. In the outer lay

ers, the flow is essentially irrotational and corresponds to the two external streams 
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of the mixing layer. This triple-layer structure is used with the method of matched 

asymptotic expansions to describe the flow in the cross-stream direction. 

Outer (+) 

Y= OrA) 
- -
Main (+) 
Y = O( 1) 

Critical 
Y= 0(1/A) 
Main(=) 
Y= 0(1) 

Outer (-) 

Y = O(A) 

Figure 2.3 : Cross-stream structure with associated lengthscales. 
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2.6 Multiple Scales 

"Fast" and "Slow" Downstream Variables 

The method of multiple scales is used to describe the downstream development of 

the flow. The flow appears to be almost steady when observed from a reference 

frame moving downstream with speed Uc , since the phase speed of the oblique 

disturbances is Uc at lowest order. So define "fast" and "slow" variables 

(2.5a) 

and 

(2.5b) 

Streamwise oscillations of the disturbance occur on the lengthscale >., i.e. on the 

variable e, and the gradual growth of the instabilities and the nonlinear interactions 

of the oblique modes occur on the lengthscale >.2, i.e. on the variable Xl. So we 

have a long wave disturbance, which varies gently on the lengthscale of the vorticity 

thickness. 

Representation of Disturbances 

Using the new variables, a typical disturbance, d, in linear stability theory can be 

written as 

d = dm(y) exp [i(kx + £z - wt)] 

= dm(y) exp {i [x(cr + cr2 U;k(I») + crUcl(O) z - crUet]} 

= dm(y)exp[icr(x - Uct)] exp(icrUcl(O)z)exp(icr2U;k(I)x) 

= dm(y) exp(ie) exp(icrlz) exp(iU; k(I)xJ), 

where dm(y) is the mode shape, and i = .J=I. Since k(l) is complex, the exponent 

containing Xl captures the slow downstream evolution of the instability mode, 

and we can see from the other two exponents that the mode is periodic in the 

downstream and spanwise directions. In view of this, introduce a new spanwise 

coordinate, (, defined by 

(= crlz. (2.5c) 
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An exponential dependence on Xl is too restrictive, so let the amplitude of the 

mode be denoted by A( Xl), where A is complex. The amplitude is a function 

of the slow variable, Xl, and thus represents the variation ocCttring on the long 

lengthscale. Thus we write a typical disturbance as 

Governing Equations Written in "Fast" and "Slow" Variables 

Since we are using multiple scales, the derivative with respect to the downstream 

coordinate becomes 

(2.6a) 

the derivatives with respect to time and the spanwise coordinate become, respec

tively, 

(2.6 b, c) 

and the time derivative moving with the base flow becomes 

(2.6d) 

Using the new variables, the equations of motion, (2.3), become 

continuity: 

(1 + p) [ (~t + u . V) P + p~vl- ~(po + p) (~t + U· V) P = 0 (2.7a) 

x-momentum: 

(
D ) ,ITo (0 2 0 ) 
Dt + U· V u + U v + 1M2 1 + Top 0' oe + 0' OXI p = 0 (2.7b) 

y-momentum: 

-+u·V v+-- -=0 (
D ) 1 To op 
Dt 1M2 1 + Top oy (2.7c) 

z-momentum: 

(2.7d) 

energy: 
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(2.7e) 

state: 

p = po T + pTo + pT, (2.7f) 

where 

( a a) a a 
u . \7 = au ae + a a.'(;} + v ay + alw a(' 

and 

(
a a) av aw 

\7 . U = a ae + a aX} u + ay + al a( . 
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Chapter 3 

Outer Layers 

We first do the linear analysis before proceeding to the nonlinear ana.lysis. In 

the linear analysis, we solve the linearized equations of motion using only one of the 

oblique modes. From these solutions, we can get the solutions for the other oblique 

mode by replacing the scaled spanwise coordinate, (, and the scaled spanwise 

wavenumber, I, by -( and -I, respectively, everywhere in the solutions for the 

first mode. Since the governing equations are linear, we may use superposition 

to add the solutions corresponding to both modes to get the combined effect of 

both modes. The solutions are complex, with the real parts corresponding to the 

physical solutions. 

3.1 Scalings and Equations in the Outer Layers 

Outer Layer Lengtllscale 

The wavelength, >., is the relevant lengthscale in the outer layers. Since a = 0(1/>.), 

a suitable outer variable is Y = ay, where Y = 0(1). The derivative with re

spect to y becomes a/ay = a(a/ay). By equations (2.6 a,c), the derivatives 

with respect to x and z are also O( a), so the spatial derivatives are all of the 

same magnitude in the outer layers. Assume U = U(y) = U(Y/a) ~ U± ex

ponentially quickly as a ~ 0 with Y fixed. Similarly, assume po(y) ~ po± and 

To(y) ~ To± exponentially quickly as a ~ 0 with Y fixed. Also, the vorticity 

w = \7 x (Ui) = (0,0, -(a/ay)U±) is exponentially small. Thus the base flow in 

the outer layers is essentially uniform, hence irrotational. 
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Scalings for the Perturbation Variables 

To decide the scalings of the perturbation quantities, note that linearizing equations 

(2.7) gives 

1 
O(a)p - -poO(a)p = 0 , 

1 
O(a)u + ,lvI2 ToO(a)p = 0 

1 
O(a)v + ,M2ToO(a)p = 0 

1 
O(a)w + 1 ,M2 ToO(a)p = 0 

O(a)p + ,[O(a)u + O(a)v + O(a)w] = 0 

p=PoT+Top, 

and after dividing these equations by a, we see that the terms balance at leading 

order when O( u) = O( v) = O( w) = O(p) = O(p) = OCT). We let the downstream 

velocity u expand as 

u = Ea( u(O) + au(l) + ... ), (3.1) 

and let v, w, p, T, and p have similar expansions. We expect the magnitude of some 

of the perturbation quantities to be smaller in the outer layers that in the main 

layers and critical layer; so we scale the outer layer perturbations as O(Ea), which 

is "extra small". This choice of scaling in the outer layers will give the correct 

scalings in the main layers and critical layer, which will become apparent later in 

the analysis. 

Since the governing equations have been linearized, superposition holds, 

which implies that scale factors common to all perturbation quantities can be 

factored out of each equation and cancelled. In other words, the magnitude of 

the perturbation variables is unimportant as long as the perturbation quantities 

have the correct relative scalings among themselves. In the linear analysis, the 

scale factor, E, is unnecessary and remains unspecified, but the value of E will be 

important in the nonlinear analysis. We include E in the perturbation expansions 

of the linear analysis to help indicate the correct scalings in the nonlinear analysis; 
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from our choice of scalings in the outer layers, the characteristic magnitude of 

the streamwise perturbation velocity in the critical layer turns out to be €, the 

characteristic amplitude of the initial excitation far upstream. 

Equations of lvlotion in the Outer Layers 

Substituting the asymptotic expansions for u, v, w, p, p, and T into the equations 

of motion, (2.7), and linearizing gives 

€a~(p(O) + ap(l) + ... ) _ €a.!.po ~(p(O) + ap(l) + ... ) = 0 
Dt , ± Dt 

€a~( u(O) + au(!) + ... ) + €a 2 _1_To± (!!.- + a~) (p(O) + ap(!) + ... ) = 0 
Dt ,M2 oe OXl 

€a~( v(O) + av(!) + ... ) + €a2 _1_To±~(p(O) + ap(!) + ... ) = 0 
Dt ,M2 oY 

€a~( w(O) + aw(!) + ... ) + €a 2 _1_To±Z!!.-(p(O) + ap(!) + ... ) = 0 
Dt ,M2 oC 

D 
€a_(p(O) + ap(!) + ... ) + ,\1 . u = 0 

Dt 
€apo± (T(O) + aT(l) + ... ) + €aTo± (p(O) + ap(!) + ... ) = €a(p(O) + ap(!) + ... ), 

where 
Do 0 [ 0 0] 
Dt = ot + U ox = a (U± - Uc) oe + aU± OXl ' (3.2) 

and 

\1 . u = €a2 [(!!.- + a~) (u(O) + au(O) + ... ) 
oe OXl 

+ ~(v(O) + av(l) + ... ) + Z~( w(O) + aw(I) + ... )] 
oY oC . 

Separating according to powers of a gives 

continuity: 

opW 1 op(j) 
(U± - UC)fjf" - :;po±(U± - Uc)ae 

for j = OJ 

for j = Ij 
(3.3a) 



y-momentum: 

8v(j) 1 8p(j) { 0, 
(U± - Uc )-- + --To±-- = 8v(0) 8e 1M2 8Y -U±--, 

8x} 

state: 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0 and 1. 
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(3.3b) 

(3.3c) 

(3.3d) 

(3.3e) 

(3.3f) 

Higher-order equations are neglected because they are not needed in this analysis. 
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3.2 Solutions to the Lowest-Order Equations 

Solution for p(O) 

Next, we solve the equations at lowest order. Eliminating u(O), v(O), and w(O) from 

(3.3e) by using equations (3.3b-d) gives 

( 
2 82 82 

2 82 
) (0)_ 

(3±8e2 - 8Y2 -1 8(2 P - 0, (3.4a) 

where 

(3.4b) 

Note that (3~ = (U± - U;)2 /a';l - 1 > 0 since IU± - U;I is supersonic in the 

usual sense. Recall that the superscript * denotes a dimensional quantity. In 

other words, the instability wave is propagating supersonically with respect to the 

upper and lower streams (based on the respective acoustic sound speeds). Equation 

(3.4a) is essentially a wave equation, in which the derivative with respect to e 
corresponds to the derivative with respect to time. Recall that e = O'(x - Uct) and 

8/8t = -O'Uc(8/80. This equation also appears in linearized aerodynamic theory, 

with (3± corresponding to the Prandtl-Glauert factor. No general solution to this 

equation exists, but twice continuously differentiable functions with the argument 

where 

(3.4c) 

will satisfy the equation. Above the critical Mach number, (U± - U;)2 cos2 f) / a~? -

1 > 0 (Fejer & Miles 1963), so q~ = (U± - U;)2 /a'~l-sec2 f) > O. Then e +( -q±Y 

represents a family of characteristics propagating away from the mixing layer. 

Let p(O) have the particular form 

(3.5a) 

where A(xt} is the complex amplitude. As mentioned previously, the amplitude 

changes by a very small amount, 0(0'), over a streamwise distance of a wavelength. 
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The lowest-order solution in the outer layers may be thought of as a "marginally 

stable" vortex sheet mode. The plus and minus subscripts represent the solutions 

in the upper and lower streams, respectively. No plus or minus subscripts are used 

for the amplitude since asymptotically matching the solution through the main and 

critical layers shows that the amplitude is the same in both streams. This is also 

consistent with the notion that the pressure (at least at lowest order) is continuous 

across the vortex sheet. 

Solutions for tbe Other Perturbation Variables 

Integrating equations (3.3a-d) with respect to e gives 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

(3.5d) 

(3.5e) 

By substituting in the value of p(O) given in (3.5a), the solutions become 

(3.5f) 

(3.5g) 

There are no constants of integration since all perturbation quantities vanish far 

upstream. From (3.3f) and (3.5b), we can solve algebraically for f(O) to get 

(3.5h) 
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Vortex-Sheet Displacement Parameter 

At lowest order, disturbances in the outer layers can be thought of as being pro

duced by a "wavy wall". However, the relevant lengthscale in the outer layers is 

much larger than the undulations of the wall, so the cross-stream location of the 

wall corresponds to Y = o. 
To estimate the displacement, X, of this fictitious wavy wall in the cross

stream direction, we note that, at lowest order, DX/ Dt = €O'v(O). From equations 

(3.2), (3.5a), and (3.5f), we get 

To±q± [,] 
X = € i(U± _ U

c
)2 A(xI) exp z(e + () . 

The wall has a unique displacement and the normal velocity is the same on either 

side of the wall. However, we can see that the cross-stream velocity, v, is not 

the same on each side of the wall from the relation DX/ Dt = v, which gives us 

v = [a/at + U±(a/8x)]X. The wall displacement, X, is unique, but U+ and U_ 

differ, so there is a velocity jump in the cross-stream direction. Since the "wall" 

has a unique displacement, 

To+q+ To_q-
(U+ - Uc )2 = (U_ - Uc )2' 

(3.6a) 

Equation (3.6a) serves as a dispersion relation for the convection speed Uc , 

and permits us to solve for Uc since the flow parameters and the spanwise wavenum

ber are known. It is also possible to obtain equation (3.6a) by matching either u(O) 

or v(O) through the critical layer; however, this is much more tedious and it is 

convenient to have (3.6a) at hand. Define 

(3.6b) 

We call A the vortex-sheet displacement parameter. 
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3.3 Solutions to the Second-Order Equations 

Disturbances convect downstream with a velocity slightly different than Uci; this 

slight unsteadiness causes the inhomogeneous terms in the equations of motion at 

next order to appear and shows that the lowest-order solutions "age" slowly with 

downstream distance. This effect is contained in A(xt), which varies by 0(1) on 

the streamwise lengthscale 0(1/a2 ), i.e., x} = a 2 x. To determine the effect of the 

aging, we must solve for the perturbation quantities at next order. It is at this 

order that the slight instability enters, and, as we shall see later, nonlinear terms 

also enter at this order in the critical layer. 

Second-Order Equations of Motion 

Substituting the lowest-order solutions into the equations of motion at next order, 

equations (3.3a-e) with j = 1, gives 

continuity: 

(3.7a) 

x-momentum: 
ou(l) 1 op(}) 1 To± op(O) 

(U± - Uc)----ar- + ,M2 TO±--a[" = ,M2 Uc U± - Uc ox} (3.7b) 

v-momentum: 

ov(l) 1 op(l) 1 To±U± 0 Je op(O) 
(U± - Uc)--ar- + ,M2 To± oY = ,M2 U± _ Uc ox} oY de (3.7c) 

z-momentum: 
ow(I) 1 op(l) 1 To±U±1 0 Je op(O) 

(U± - Uc)-ar- + ,M2 To±l----a( = ,M2 U± _ Uc Ox} ----a( de (3.7d) 

energy: 

op(I) [ou(l) ov(I) oW(1)] 
(U± - Uc)ae +, ae + oY + lEi( 

= __ 1_ (M2 U± _ To± ) op(O). (3.7e) 
M2 U± - Uc ox} 
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Solution for p(l) 

Eliminating u(1), v(1), and w(l) from (3.7e) by using equations (3.3b-d) gives 

( 
2 82 82 282

) I U± (2 Uc ) 82p(O) 
f3± 8e - 8y2 -1 8(2 p() = -2 U± _ Uc f3± + U± 8e8xI' 

Let the homogeneous solution be ,lVI2 B±(Xl) exp [iCe + (- q±Y)] , where B±(xt) 

are two arbitrary functions of Xl and represent the amplitudes in the upper 

and lower streams of the outer layer, respectively. The value of B±(XI) will 

be determined later through asymptotic matching. Trying a particular solution 

of the form eY( 8p(O) /8XI), where e is a constant, gives, after some algebra, 

e = -(l/q±) [f3l + M 2Uc(U± - Uc)/To±]. Define 

K:~) = ~ [f3~ + !I2 Uc(U± - Uc)] . 
q± .LO± 

(3.8) 

By combining the homogeneous and particular solutions, we have 

(3.9a) 

Solutions for the Other Perturbation Variables 

Integrating the equations of motion, (3.7a-d), with respect to e gives 

(3.9b) 

By substituting in the values of pO) and p(O) given in (3.9a) and (3.5a), the solutions 

become 
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where A' = dA/dxI. By using (3.3f), we can solve for T(l) algebraically to get 

(3.9i) 

There are no constants of integration since all perturbations vanish far upstream. 

The terms with A' in the second-order perturbations show that disturbances 

are slightly unsteady when viewed from a reference frame moving with velocity Uci. 

The two undetermined functions, B±(XI), that appear in p(I), are determined later 

through asymptotic matching. 
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Chapter 4 

Main Layers 

4.1 Scalings and Equations in the Main Layers 

Main Layer Scalings 

The relevant length scale in the main layers is the characteristic thickness of the 

mixing layer, 6. The cross-stream variable is y/6, and since 6 = 0(1), the main 

layers may be defined by y = 0(1). The critical layer is not included as part of 

the main layers. In the main layers, the base flow variables U, po, and To are no 

longer constant, but vary continuously with y. 

The scalings in the main layers are different than the scalings in the outer 

layers. We saw from the outer layers that disturbances of magnitude O( fa) produce 

a vortex-sheet displacement of size O( fa / a) = O( f) ~ O( fa). An O( f) displace

ment of a fluid element in a nonuniform base flow produces an O( f) change in a 

perturbation quantity, which can be verified through a Taylor series expansion. So 

an O( f) displacement in the cross-stream direction will produce O( f) perturbations 

in the streamwise velocity component, density, and temperature. Let 

U = f(U(O) + au(l) + ... ), ( 4.1a) 

and let the perturbation density and temperature have similar expansions. The 

caret indicates that the variable is written for the main layers. Note that 

6/ A = O( a) « 1 where A is the downstream lengthscale and 6 is the cross-stream 

lengthscale, so the main layers are thin and are analogous to a boundary layer. For 

this reason the pressure is imposed on the main layers, which implies that 

P = fa(fJ(O) + afJ(1) + ... ). (4.1b) 

We can see that the cross-stream velocity expands as 

v = fa( v(O) + av(1) + ... ), (4.1c) 
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either by recalling from boundary layer theory that v is on the order of the boundary 

layer thickness, i.e., v = 0((6/)")u) = 0(0' )u, or by substituting the main layer 

expansions of p and p into the continuity equation, (2.7a), and then balancing 

terms. 

Since the velocity of the base flow in the spanwise direction is zero, any ve

locity perturbations in that direction are generated by spanwise pressure gradients. 

So the spanwise velocity expands as 

( 4.1d) 

since p = O( EO'). The higher-order terms in each expansion are not needed in this 

analysis. From (2.6d), since y = 0(1), the convective derivative in the main layers 

expands as 
Do 0 [ 0 OJ - = - + U- -+ 0' (U - Uc)- + O'U- . 
Dt at ox oe ox] 

(4.2) 

Equations of Motion in the Main Layers 

Substituting (4.1) and (4.2) into the governing equations, (2.7), linearizing, and 

separating according to powers of 0', gives 

continuity: 

(U - Uc)-p- + p~v(j) = op(O) 1 op(O) 
OA(j) { 0, 

oe -U- + -PO(U - Uc)-, 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

z-momentum: 

O''"Cl 1 oe 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

ow(j) 1 op(j) { 0, A 0 for j = 0; 
(U - Uc)--ar- + 1M2 Tol7f( = _Uo:(), for j = 1; 

Ux] 

( 4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

( 4.3c) 

( 4.3d) 



energy: 

u v a~(O) a~(O) a~(O) (a ~(j) a~(j») {O, 
, --+-- = P u w ae ay -(U - Uc )- - ,-- - ,1--, 

state: 
ae aXI ac 

for j = OJ 
for j = Ij 
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for j = OJ 
(4.3e) 

for j = Ij 

( 4.3f) 

Higher-order equations are neglected since they are not needed in this analysis. 

4.2 Solutions to the Lowest-Order Equations 

Solution for p(O) 

We first solve the equations at lowest order. Since ap(O) / ay = 0, 

~(O) ~(O) (C I" ) 
P =p± "" .. ,Xl, ( 4.4a) 

where the ± signs indicate the upper and lower main layers, respectively. We use 

the asymptotic matching principle of Van Dyke (1975, p.90) to determine p~). 

Quite generally, matching is done through the equation 

The m-term inner expansion of (the n-term outer expansion) 

= the n-term outer expansion of (the m-term inner expansion) 

for various values of (m, n). The left-hand side of the equation signifies writing 

the n-term outer expansion in inner variables, expanding, collecting terms, and 

truncating after the mth order of the inner expansion. The right-hand side of the 

equation has a similar meaning, with suitable interchanges of variables. In our 

case, matching the I-term outer expansion with the I-term main expansion for p 

determines p~). Taking the I-term outer expansion of p, substituting Y = ay with 

y = 0(1) and 0 < a « 1, expanding, and truncating after the first order of the 

main expansion, gives 
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Similarly, taking the I-term main expansion of p, substituting y = Y / a with Y = 
0(1) and 0 < a ~ 1, expanding, truncating after the first order of the outer 

expansion, and rewriting the result in terms of the main variable, y, gives 

Comparing these results gives 

(4.4b) 

Solutions for the Otller Perturbation Variables 

Now that jj(O) is known, we solve for w(O) using the z-momentum equation, (4.3d), 

which gives us the result 

(4.4c) 

Next we solve for v(O). We can combine the continuity and z-momentum 

equations, (4.3 b,e), to eliminate u(O), which gives the equation 

This implies that 

v(O) = (U - Uc):eG~)(e,(,xt), ( 4.5a) 

where G~)(e,(,Xl) are two arbitrary functions that are independent of y. We use 

matching to determine G~). Doing a I-term outer expansion of the I-term main 

solution gives 
a (0) 

v = ea(U± - Uc) aeG± (e, (,xt), 

and doing a I-term main expansion of the I-term outer solution gives 
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Comparing the two equations gives the result 

(4.5b) 

where A is given by (3.6b). 

Once il(O) is known, we can solve for 11(0), p(O), and 1'(0). From integrating 

the energy and continuity equations, (4.3e) and (4.3a), we get 

and 

p(O) = - p~ J~ il(O) de 
U -Uc 

- _p' G(O) - 0 , 

( 4.5c) 

( 4.5d) 

where U' = dU/dy and p~ = dpo/dy. Using the value of p(O) given in (4.5d), we 

can algebraically solve for 1'(0) in the equation of state, C 4.3f), to get 

( 4.5e) 

where TJ = dTo/dy. There are no constants of integration since the perturbation 

quantities vanish far upstream, i.e., all perturbations vanish simultaneously. 

We saw previously that €G(O) is the vertical displacement of a material 

volume in a non-uniform base flow. So, from equations (4.5c-e), 11(0), p(O), and 1'(0) 

are proportional to their correspondinr; base flow gradients, as anticipated earlier, 

and are produced by the displacement in the cross-stream direction of a material 

volume in the non-uniform base flow. 

glves 

In summary, substituting p(O) and G(O) into the solutions at lowest order 

11(0) =iU' AACX1) exp [iCe + OJ 
il(O) =(U - Uc)AA(Xl) exp [iCe + OJ 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 



w(O) = - U ~~c A(x}) exp [iCe + 0] 

p(O) =,1\1/2 A(xt} exp [iCe + 0] 

;/0) =ip~AA(x}) exp [iCe + ()] 
1'(0) =iT~AA(x}) exp [iCe + 0]. 
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( 4.6c) 

( 4.6d) 

(4.6e) 

( 4.6f) 

All solutions match to the corresponding solutions in the outer layers. Note that as 

U ~ Uc , w(O) becomes singular, which indicates that y needs to be rescaled in the 

region near Uc. This region is precisely the critical layer y ~ Yc where U(Yc) = Uc. 

The corresponding expansion is discussed in detail in chapter 5. 

4.3 Solutions to the Second-Order Equations 

Second-Order Equations of Motion 

Substituting the lowest-order solutions into the equations of motion at next order 

(see equations (4.3) for j = 1) gives 

continuity: 
ap(I) ae(O) 1 ap(O) 

(U - Uc)--ar- + p~v(I) = p~U ax} + -::;Po(U - Uc)--ar- (4.7a) 

x-Illomentum: 
a ~(l) ae(O) 1 a~(O) 

(u - u. )_u_ u' ~(I) = UU'-- - --7: -p-
c ae + v ax}, M2 0 ae (4.7b) 

y-momentum: 

(4.7c) 

(4.7d) 

(4.7e) 

state: 

( 4.7f) 
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Solution for pO) 

We first solve for pO). The v-momentum equation, (4.7c), gives 

ap(1) 2 q± a2G(O) 
ay = -,]vI A ae2 r ±(y), 

where 

[
U(y) - Uc] 2 

U± - Uc 

r ±(y) = To(Y) (4.8) 

To± 
Recall that A is given by (3.6b). Note that r ±(y) -7 1 exponentially quickly as 

Y -7 ±oo, so the integral ofr ±Cy) is divergent as y -7 ±oo, which will be a problem 

when we match with the outer layers. To get around this difficulty, we add and 

subtract one from r ±, and integrate to get 

p(I) = _,M2 q: a~~~O) [y + 1:00 [r ±(s) - 1] ds 1 + p~)(e, (, xt), ( 4.9a) 

where p~) are two arbitrary functions that satisfy ap~) lay = o. 
Matching with the outer layers determines p~). Doing the 2-term outer 

expansion of the 2-term main expansion gives 

p = f.u,M2 Aexp [iCe + ()] + f.U2 { _i[M2q±yAexp [i(e + 0] + p~)(e, (, xd}. 
Note that the integral term in (4.9a) is exponentially small for large Iyl since U and 

To approach U ± and To± exponentially quickly. Doing the 2-term main expansion 

of the 2-term outer expansion gives 

p = f.u,M2 Aexp [i(e + 0] 

+f.U2{ -i[M2q±yAexp[i(e + 0] + ,M2B±exp[i(e + On, 

and comparing both of these expansions for the pressure requires 

(4.9b) 

Recall that B±CXl) comes from the homogeneous solution to the second-order pres

sure in the outer layers. We have not determined the value of B± yet, but will 

eventually do so through asymptotic matching with the critical layer. 
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Solution for weI) 

Next, we solve for weI). By integrating equation (4.7d) with respect to e, we get 

~Cl) _ 1 Tol Je ap(l) U Tol a JeJe apCO) 
tv - - 1M2 U _ Uc -a( de + (U _ Uc)2 ,M2 aXl -a( de de· 

( 4.10a) 

The first term on the right-hand side represents the velocity in the spanwise di

rection generated by the spanwise pressure gradient, while the second term comes 

from the slow variation of w(O) in the downstream direction. By substituting in 

the particular values of p(O) and pCl) from (4.4a,b) and (4.9a,b), we find that 

weI) = __ 1_ Tol p(1) _ i ToUI _l_ap(O). (4.10b) 
,M2 U - Uc (U - Uc)2 1M2 aXl 

Solution for DCl) 

Next, we solve for uCl ) and D(1). Eliminating auCI) lae from the energy equation, 

(4.7e), by using the x-momentum equation, (4.7b), gives 

aD(I) U' ~CI) _ U - Uc ap(O) UcU' aG(O) 
--- v -- ------

ay U - Uc I ae U - Uc aXl 

1 To [ap(o) 2 Je a2pCO) 1 
+ 1M2 U - Uc ----ar- + I a(2 de . 

Upon multiplying the equation by the integrating factor (U - Uc)-l and rewriting 

the right-hand side, we get 

a ( DCI)) To± {I [apCo) 2 Je a
2

p(O) 1 (1 ) 
ay U - Uc = (U± - Uc)2 ,M2 ---ar- + I a(2 de r ±(y) - 1 

q~ ap(O)} UcU' aG(O) 
- 1M2 ----ar- - (U - Uc)2 ax} , 

where r ±(y) is given by (4.8). The homogeneous solution to this equation is (U

Uc)aG~) lae, where G~)(e, (, Xl) are two arbitrary functions that are independent 

of y. To find a particular solution, we integrate with respect to y to get the result 

DCI) To± {I [ap(O) 2 Je a2p(O) 1 fY (1 ) 
U - Uc = (U± - Uc)2 ,M2 ---ar- + I a(2 de J±oo r ±(s) - 1 ds 

q~ ap(O)} Uc aG(O) 
- 1M2 ----ar-Y + U - Uc aXl . (4. 11 a) 
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Putting the homogeneous and particular solutions together and rewriting the right

hand side, we have the result 

(4.11b) 

where 

By substituting for p(O) and G(O) using (4.4b) and (4.5b), F ± becomes 

F±(e, y, (, xt) = {[(1 + [2) 1:00 (r ±l(s) - 1) ds - q~Yl A 

+ q±A'} exp [i(e + oJ. 

Note that 1 + [2 = sec2 0, where 0 is the angle between the x-axis and the propa

gation direction of the oblique disturbance. 

To determine G~), we match the cross-stream velocity with the outer layers. 

Doing the 2-term outer layer expansion of the 2-term main layer expansion gives 

us 

v = EU(U - U±)AAexp [i(e + OJ 

+ €O"'(U - U±)A{ -i (q±yA + U± ~ U, A}xp [i(~ + ()] + ~ a~f} 
The integral term in v(I) is exponentially small, and so does not appear. Doing the 

2-term main expansion of the 2-term outer expansion gives us 

v = EU(U - U±)AAexp [i(e + OJ 

+ EU
2
(U± - Uc)A{ [B± - i q~U: ~±;c) A'l exp [i(e + OJ 

- iq±yAexp [i(e + OJ}, 
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and matching requires 

( 4.11d) 

Recall that q± is given by (3.4c). Note that G~) contains a term with A', which in

dicates that the second-order perturbations in the main layers are slightly unsteady 

in a reference frame moving with velocity Uci. 

Solutions for '11{1) p~(I) and T{1) , , 
Now that v(l) has been found, we can solve for 'I1(l) using the x-momentum equa

tion, (4.7b). By using (4.11) and substituting for v(l) in (4.7b), we get the equation 

o'l1(l) To± U' of± ,0G~) 1 To op(O) 
~ - (U± - Uc )2 o~ - U -----ar- - "(M2 U - Uc ---at: , 

which we can integrate to get 

~ (I) _ To± U' F (C ) 'G(I) 1 To ~(O) 
1l - - (U± _ U

c
)2 ± "', y, (, XI - U ± - "(M2 U - U

c 
p . ( 4.12) 

Similarly, we use (4.11) to substitute for v(l) in the continuity equation, 

(4.7a), to get the equation 

op(l) To±p~ of± , oG~) po op(O) 
----a;: = - (U± - Uc )2 o~ - POT + -:y----a;:' 

which we can integrate to yield 

~(I) _ _ To± p~ F (c t" ) _ 'G(I) po ~(O) 
P - (U± - U

c
)2 ± ""Y,.."XI Po ± + "( P . ( 4.13) 

From substituting for p(1) in the equation of state, (4. 7f), and using the equation 

p~To + poT6 = 0, which comes from differentiating the equation of state for the 

base flow, equation (2.2f), we find that T(I) is given by 

~(I) _ To±TJ ( )' (1) ,,(-1 ~(O) 
T - - (U± _ U

c
)2 F± ~,y, (, Xl - ToG± + -,,(-Top . ( 4.14) 

We have now determined the necessary main layer solutions and have 

matched them to their respective outer layers. The two main solutions on each 

side of the critical layer are not entirely independent, but are connected via the 

solutions in the critical layer. 
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4.4 Critical Layer Expansions of the Main Layer Solutions 

As noted earlier, some of the solutions in the main layers (w(O), w(1), and u(1») 

become singular as y -t Ye. Recall that Ye is the cross-stream location where 

U(y) = Ue . This indicates that the perturbation quantities and the cross-stream 

variable need to be rescaled in the crit.icallayer. The rescaled equations are then 

solved. This is done in chapter 5. However, in order to do matching, we need the 

behavior of the solutions in the main layers near the critical layer, and we shall 

obtain this here in order to see the type of rescaling needed for the critical layer. 

Behavior of Various Terms for IY - Ye I ~ 1 

We first find the behavior of some of the integrals appearing in the main solutions. 

Let X = Y - Ye' By Taylor series with Ixl ~ 1, we have 

where 

( 4.15a) 

and 

[TJ U"] 
B = To - U' y=Yc 

(4.15b) 

The subscript c on a dependent variable denotes evaluating the variable at Y = Ye' If 

B vanishes, the generalized inflection-point criterion of Lees and Lin (1946), namely 

that (d/dy)(U' /T)ly=yc = 0, is satisfied. We assume that l/r ±(y) is analytic for 

all Y i- Ye' Then l/r ±(y) - C±(1/X2 + B/X) is 0(1) for Ixl ~ 1, and approaches 

1 as Y -t ±oo. However, l/X is not integrable as Y -t ±oo, so we add the terms 

-1 + C±B[X/(l + X2
)], that asymptotically cancel the non-integrable term and are 

also nonsingular at X = 0, to get 

J±(y) = r ±l(y) -1 -C± [:2 + B (~ - 1: X2 )]. ( 4.16a) 

So J±(y) is 0(1) for Ixl ~ 1 and is integrable as y -t ±oo. Then, for y near Ye, 

-...,....,..-1 ds l
y (1 ) 

±oo r ±(s) 
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= J±(s)ds+ J±(s)ds+C± 2"+B -- X 2 dy l
Ye lY lY [1 (1 )] 

±oo Ye ±oo X X 1 + X 

l Ye lY [ 1 Ixl] = J±(s)ds + J±(s)ds + c± -- +Blog ( 2)1/2 
±oo Ye X 1 + X 

= [Ye J±(S) ds + [Y J±(S) ds + C± [-~ + B log Ixi + O(X2
)]. (4.16b) 

J±oo J~ X 

From (4.11c) and (4.16b) with Ixl ~ 1, we have 

F±(e, y, (, xt) ={ C±(l + [2) ( - ~ + B log Ixl) 

- [q~yC - (1 + [2) J:~ J±(s)dS] + O(X) }AexP(i(e + OJ 
+ q±A' exp[i(e + OJ. (4.16c) 

Similarly, by Tayl?r series with Ixl ~ 1, 

The quantity f ±(y) - 1 approaches zero exponentially quickly as y ~ ±oo, so 

f ±(y) - 1 is integrable as y ~ ±oo, and 

l
y 

lYe l Y 
(f ±(s) -1) ds = (f ±(s) - 1) ds + (f ±(s) -1) ds 

±oo ±oo h 

l
Ye 

= (f ±(s) - 1) ds - X + O(X3
). 

±oo 
( 4.16d) 

Critical Layer Expansion of tbe lvIain Layer Solutions 

We shall see that the cross-stream variable in the critical layer is denoted by TJ, and 

that this related to y, the main layer variable, through the equation y - Yc = UTJ. 

Using this definition of the critical layer variable, we do a 2-term critical layer 

expansion of the 2-term main layer expansion for each of the perturbation variables. 

By doing this, by using the expressions for '11(0) and u(1) given in (4.6a) and (4.12), 

and by using (4.16b), the streamwise velocity becomes 
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{ [ 
1 + [21 Ye 

] } +€O'AU~ q±Yc-q;- ±ooJ±(s)ds A-A' 

+ €;; [[2 _ 0'(1 + [2)Blog 10'1]1 + 0' ~~: (~ + [2)] A 
c 1] c 

-€O'U~G~)exp[-i(e+O] -€O'~;A. (4.17a) 
c 

From the expressions for v(O) and v(1) given in (4.6b) and (4.11b), and from (4.16c), 

the cross-stream velocity becomes 

€O'(V(O) + O'v(1») exp [-i(e + 0] = €O'2 A (U~1] + O'~U~'1]2) A 

- €O'2iA {UcA' + U~1] [q±yC - 1 :±l2 J:~ J±(S)dS] A} 

- €O'2i ~i (1 + [2) [1 - O'B1] log 10'1]1 + ; ~i 1]] A 

aG(I) 
+ €O'3U~TJ ae exp[-i(e + 0]· (4.17b) 

From the expressions for w(O) and uP) given in (4.6c) and (4.10), and from (4.16d), 

the spanwise velocity becomes 

€O'( w(O) + O'uP») exp [-i( e + 0] = -€ U~1] [TOe + O'T~e 1] - 0' T;~~' 1]] A 

il [u. (rn , To' U. ) TocU~'] A' - €(U~1])2 TOe C + 0' .LoeUc + Oe C 1] - 0' a 1] 

+€O'T.Uo,) {iQ±A-B±}, (4.17c) 
cTJ 

where 

Q± = constant = q± {Yc + J:~ [r ±(s) -1] dS} , ( 4.17d) 

and a = U~/Uc. From the expressions for p(O) and p(1) given in (4.6d) and (4.9), 

and from (4.16d), the pressure becomes 

€O'(p(O) + O'p(I») exp [-i(e + 0] =€O',M2 A 

- €O'2,M2 {iQ±A - B±}. (4.17e) 
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From the expression for p(O) and p(1) given in (4.6e) and (4.13), and from (4.16e), 

the density becomes 

€(p(O) + up(I») exp [-i(e + 0] = €iA(p~e + uP~e1])A 

+ €uAP~e {[ q±yc - 1 :[2 LY~ J±(s) dS] A - AI} 

+ € (~~)2 (1 + [2) [P;e + uP~e - uP~eB log !U1]!] A 

- €UP~eG~) exp[-i(e + ()] + €UM2POeA. (4.17f) 

From the expressions for 1'(0) and 1'(1) given in (4.6f) and (4.14), and from (4.16c), 

the temperature becomes 

€(1'(O) + u1'(l») exp [-i( e + ()] = €i(T~e + uT~~ 1] )AA 

{ [ 
1 + 12 rYe ] } + €uAT~e q±yc - -q;;- J±oo J±(s)ds A - A' 

+ €_e_(l + 1) _e + uT." - uT.' B log !un ! A To 2 {TJ } 
(Un2 1] Oe Oe '/ 

- €uT~e G~) exp [-i(e + 0] + €u( l' - 1)M2ToeA. (4.17g) 

These expansions represent the behavior of the main solutions at the edge of the 

critical layer. This is needed for matching with the critical layer. 

In the next section, we shall see that the pressure jump across the critical 

layer is zero at orders O(€u) and O(€U2), so (4.17e) gives 

(4.17h) 

Therefore, the expression in brackets in the expansion for w is independent of 

the subscripts ±. Also, recall that 1 is the scaled spanwise wavenumber, so 1 = 
° corresponds to two-dimensional disturbances. Note that the expansion for u, 

(4.17a), is less singular at lowest order if 1 = 0, and that the expansion for w, 

(4.17c), is identically zero if 1 = 0. This means that three-dimensional modes 

are more singular than two-dimensional modes and implies that the amplitude 

scalings for the two types of modes are different. For two-dimensional modes, 
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€ = (7, while for three-dimensional modes, we shall see that € = (73/2. Furthermore, 

these scalings lead to strongly nonlinear critical layers for two-dimensional modes, 

i.e., the lowest-order critical layer equations are nonlinear, and lead to weakly 

nonlinear critical layers of the Hickernell (1985) type for the corresponding three

dimensional or oblique modes, i.e., the lowest-order critical layer equations are 

linear, and nonlinear terms enter through forcing terms in higher-order equations. 
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Chapter 5 

Critical Layer 

The critical layer consists of a single layer, rather than two layers as in the 

case of the main and outer layers. Even though the critical layer is very thin, O( a), 

the dynamics of the flow in the critical layer have a large effect on the rest of the 

flow. Perturbations to some of the base flow quantities are largest in the critical 

layer, and later we shall see that nonlinear terms enter the analysis in this layer. 

The solutions obtained in the critical layer determine some of the arbitrariness of 

the solutions in the main and outer layers through asymptotic matching. So the 

behavior of the critical layer perturbations governs the behavior of the rest of the 

flow. 

5.1 Scalings and Equations in the Critical Layer 

Convective Derivative in the Critical Layer 

The critical layer is centered on the critical level, y = Yc, where U(Yc) = Uc. We 

saw in chapter 2 that the thickness of the critical layer is O( a), so we introduce 

the critical layer coordinate, TJ, defined by 

y - Yc 
TJ= , (5.1) 

a 

with TJ = 0(1). Then the derivative with respect to y becomes a/ay = a-I (a/all). 
By using the expression for D/Dt in equation (2.6 d) and by expanding the base 

flow velocity in a Taylor series about the point y = lye, the convective derivative 

becomes 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

(5.2c) 
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Recall that the subscript c on a variable denotes evaluating the variable at y = Yc. 

Note that the convective derivative is now 0(er2 ) rather than O(er) as before. Since 

disturbances convect downstream at speed Uc , the flow appears almost steady when 

observed from a reference frame moving at this speed. So we expect the convective 

derivative to be small in the criticallayerj specifically, the approximate steadiness of 

a low-frequency disturbance provides O( erer) = O( er2 ) for the convective derivative. 

Scalings of tlle Perturbation Variables 

The scalings of u, p, and T follow from the discussion in chapter 4 of a fluid element 

in a nonuniform base flow. Following this discussion, we let 

u = €( ~(O) + er~(1) + ... ), (5.3a) 

where the double caret indicates that the variable is written for the critical layer, 

and we let p and T have similar expansions. 

As with the main layers, the critical layer is a thin layer and is analogous to 

a boundary layer. This implies that the pressure is imposed on the critical layer; 

from the expansion of the pressure in the main layers, (4.1b), we have 

(5.3b) 

The downstream lengthscale is ). while the cross-stream lengthscale is er, so we 

expect v = O( er / ).)u = O( er2 )u. We can derive the same result by substituting the 

critical layer expansions for p and p into the continuity equation, (2.7a), and then 

balancing terms. Thus, the cross-stream velocity v expands as 

(5.3c) 

The scaling for the spanwise velocity, w, follows from matching the main 

layer solution to the critical layer, equation (4.17 c), which gives us 

w = €(J,(O) + ertD(1) + ... ). (5.3d) 

The scaling for w in the critical layer is 0(1/ er) larger than the scaling for w in 

the other layers. Recall that the spanwise and downstream wavenumbers are of 

the same order, so the corresponding perturbation velocities in the critical layer 

should have the same scaling, which is the case. 
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Equations of Motion in tbe Critical Layer 

Substituting the expression for the convective derivative, (5.2), and the expansimls 

for the perturbation variables, (5.3), into the equations of motion, (2.7), linearizing, 

and separating according to powers of (J' gives us 

continuity: 

C(O) ~(j) + p~yj) = { ~ C(l) ~(O) _ p~, ~~(O) + P~' c(O) fiCO) , 

x-momentum: 

( ) ~ ( ') ~ ( ') 1 afi(j) c 0 U J + U'fJ J + --To --
c ,M2 c a~ 

{ 

0, 

= -c(I) ~(O) _ u" ~(O) __ 1_ ( T,' ~ + T. ~) ~(O) 
u c'r/V ,M2 'r/ Oca~ OcaX1 P , 

y-momentum: 

for j = 0; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

-- = To ap J 
afi(j) { 0, , ~('-1) 

a'r/ -'r/T, a =0, for j = 1, 2, 3; 
Oc 'r/ 

z-momentum: 

~ . 1 ap J' ~ 0 
C(O)w(J) + --To)-- = (1) ~(O) 1 ,ap( ) 

~( ') { 0 

energy: 

state: 

"1M2 at" -C w - --71T.O i--/., ,M2 '/ c ae ' 
for j = OJ 

for j = 1; 

for j = 0; 

for j = 1; 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

(5.4c) 

(5.4d) 

(5.4e) 

(5.4f) 

The higher-order equations are not needed for this analysis and are neglected. 



5.2 Solutions to the Lowest-Order Equations 

Solutions for i/O) and J,(O) 

Since aj/O) / aTJ = 0, matching with the main layers gives 

Substituting for fi(O) in the z-momentum equation, (5.4d), we get 

exp[-i(e + O].c(O)J,(O) = -iTo)A(xt). 
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(5.5) 

Let J,(O) = f(TJ, Xl) exp He + ()]. Then the left-hand side of the equation becomes 

Multiplying by the integrating factor exp( iCXTJXI) and solving gives us 

iTo) 
f(1],xd = -u;-Wo(TJ,xd, 

where 

(5.6a) 

n = 0, 1, 2, ... , (5.6b) 

and cx = U~/Uc. Note that solving the homogeneous equation 

(a~l + iCX1]) f(1], xt) = ° 
gives f(1],xt) = g(TJ)exp(-icx1]xt), where g(1]) is an arbitrary function of 1]. How

ever, this solution does not decay to zero as Xl --+ -00, so g(1]) is identically zero. 

Then 

(5.7) 

The notation involving Wn and In appears to be very cumbersome, but will prove 

to be very useful later in the nonlinear analysis. 
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Solution for [:{6,(O) /8TJ 

To help find .J(O) and ~(O), we first solve for 8.J(0) /8TJ. The x-momentum and energy 

equations, (5.4 b,e), are coupled, so we take the derivative of (5.4b) with respect 

to TJ and eliminate 8~(0) /8TJ in (5.4e) to obtain the equation 

(5.8) 

Note that -8.J(0) /8TJ is the lowest-order perturbation vorticity in the spanwise (z) 

direction since the total vorticity in that direction is 

For this reason, we shall call equation (5.8) the "vorticity" equation. Notice also 

that £(0) is the lowest-order convective derivative and that the right-hand side of 

the equation contains a (z-z) normal strain, 8tt(0) /8(, so the spanwise component 

of vorticity changes as the disturbance convects downstream. 

Let 8fi(0)/8TJ = !(TJ,xt}exp[i(e + OJ. By substituting this expression for 

8fi(0) /8TJ into the "vorticity" equation, (5.8), using the identity 

8 [W ( ) (. )] {-nWn-I(1J,xI)exP(iaTJXI), 
-8 n 1J,XI exp za1JXI = A() (. ) 

Xl Xl exp za1JxI , 

and integrating, we get the result 

for n 2:: 1; 
for n = 0; 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 



Solution for ,fi(O) 

We can integrate 8,fi(O) /81] with respect to 1] and use the identity 

to get 

,fi(O) = iT;:12 WoC1], xI) exp [iCe + OJ + gce, (, xI), 

where gee, (, Xl) is an arbitrary function independent of 1]. 
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C5.11) 

Matching the solution with the main layers determines gce, (, :rd. From 

integration by parts, we find for large 11]1 that WO(1], Xl) behaves as 

(5.12) 

Doing a 2 main - 1 critical matching and using the critical layer expansion of the 

downstream velocity, (4.17a), gives us 

gee, (, Xl) = iAU~A(XI) exp [ice + oJ, 

so 

(5.13) 

Solutions for ~(O) p~(O) and T(O) , , 

From substituting the value of ,fiCO) into the x-momentum equation, (5.4b) and 

doing some algebra, we have 

We substitute for ~(O) in the continuity equation, (5.4a), to get 
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Let ~(O) = f(TJ, Xl) exp [i(e+O]. Then substituting this into the continuity equation 

and integrating, we have 

Substituting this result into the equation of state, (5.4f), and using the equation 

PoTti + p~To = 0, which comes from differentiating the equation of state for the 

base flow, (2.2f), we have the result 

So, in summary, 

11(0) = iU~ { AA(XI) + ~:~~ Wo(TJ, Xl) } exp [ice + 0], 

~(O) = { -iUcA [iaTJA(xt) + A'(xt)] - iTOc(~~+ [2) A(XI) } exp [iCe + 0], 

J,(O) = -iToc ~c Wo(TJ, xI) exp [iCe + 0], 

fi(O) = 1M2 A(xt) exp [iCe + 0], 

~(O) = ip~c { AACxI) + Tocir~~ [2) WoCTJ, xt) } exp [iCe + 0], 

T(O) = iT~c { AACXI) + Tocir~~ [2) WoCr], Xl)} exp [ice + 0]. 

All solutions match to the main layers, which can be verified by doing a 2 main -

1 critical matching for each solution. 
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5.3 Solutions to the Second-Order Equations 

Second-Order Equations of Motion 

The equations for .a(l) and -5(1), (5.4b,e) with j = 1, are coupled, so we can effec

tively decouple the variables by taking the derivative of (5.4b) with respect to 7], 

and by eliminating 8-5(0) /87] in (5.4e). Doing this gives us the "vorticity" equation 

8 ~(1) 8 ~(I) 8 ::(0) 8:::(0) 1 8:::(0) 
C(O)_u _ _ U'l~ = U"l ~ - .c(I)_U_ - U":::(O) - --T.' -p- (517) 

87] c 8( c 7] 8( 87] C v ,M2 Oe 8e .. . 

We will not use the x-momentum equation, (5.4b), to solve for '11(1), but we will use 

the "vorticity" equation, (5.17), to solve for 8'11(1)/87], and then integrate 8ft(I)/a'1 

to get the velocity jump across the critical layer. Note that the terms in the right

hand side of (5.17) arise from vortex stretching, displacement effects, and baroclinic 

torque. Upon substituting the lowest-order solutions into the equations of motion, 

(5.4), and the "vorticity" equation, (5.17), we have 

v-momentum: 
ap( 1) 
-- = 0 (5.18a) 
a'l 

We do not need to solve for -5(I), fi(1), and T(1) in order to derive an equation for the 

disturbance amplitude, so we do not give the continuity, x-momentum equations, 

and the equation of state here. 
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Solution for 13(1) 

Since of/I) 10Tj = 0, a 2 main - 2 critical matching gives us the result 

(5.19a) 

where 

Q± = const. = q± [ye + J:~ (r ±(s) - 1) dS]. 

Because 13(1) has a unique value in the critical layer, 

Recall that B± is the amplitude of the homogeneous solution at second order in the 

outer layer. Thus we have three separate amplitudes, B_, B+, and A, that need 

to be found. In order to have a single unknown amplitude, we eliminate B_ and 

solve for B+ in terms of A. To this end, we set 

(5.19b) 

which implies 

(5.19c) 

Then from (5.19a), 13(1) becomes 

(5.19d) 

Solution for J,(I) 

Next, we solve for J,(1). Substituting for 13(1) in the z-momentum equation, (5.18b), 

we get the equation 

exp [-i( e + ()] C(O)J,(l) 

= iToc ~e Tj {i~U~'TjWO(Tj'Xl) + U~ [A(xt) - iaTjWo(Tj,xdJ} 

- iT~)TjA(Xl) - Toc1Q_A(xt}. 
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We let ~(l) = 1(7], Xl) exp [iCe +OJ, substitute this into the equation, and integrate 

using (5.9) to get 

::(1) [·(t t")J TO)7]2 (lU2 2)T;V( ) TOe1Q T:rT( ) w exp -z I." + .., = U
c 

'2 U
c 

- Ct v 1 7], Xl - U
c 

- 'vo 7], Xl 

il7] ( ') ( ) + U
c 

TOeCt - TOe Wo 7], Xl • (5.1ge) 

Solution for 8a(I) /87] 

Now that ~(I) is known, we can solve for aa(I) /a7] using the "vorticity" equation, 

(5.18c). Substituting for J,(I) in (5.18c), we have 

Let a{i,(I) /a7] = IC7], xd exp [iCe + OJ. By substituting this expression in for 

aa (1) / a7], multiplying by an integrating factor, and then integrating using the 

identity in (5.9), we get 
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Solution for ii(I) 

The value of ii(l) can be found by integrating 8ii(1) /87] with respect to 17. From 

doing this, we have 

::(1)( ) ::(1)(0 ) _ U 7],Xl d A 1
11 8~(l)( A ) 

U 7],Xl - U ,Xl - 8A 7], 
o 7] 

(5.20) 

in which matching can be used to determine ii(1)(7] = 0, Xl)' So we examine the 

behavior of various terms for large 17]1 in the expression for 8ii{l) /87] in (5.19£). 

Note that integration by parts gives us 

Then for large 17]1 and from further integration by parts, we have 

and 
1 

7]
n W n (7],xt) '" -. 

7] 

From this, we see that for large 17]1, 8ii(l) /87] behaves as 

where 
T/ U" 

B Oc c 
= T. - Uf' 

Oc c 

(5.21b) 

Thus some of the terms have divergent integrals as 7] ~ ±oo, so we cannot deter-

mine the behavior of ii{l) at the edges of the critical layer by direct integration. 

To get around this difficulty, we introduce 

(5.22b) 

where we have used 7]/(1 + 7]2) in place of 1/7] since 7]/(1 + 7]2) is not singular at 

7] = 0 and still approximates 1/7] for large 17]1. Combining the definition of Z(7]) 
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with the behavior of 8iI,{l) /8", for large 1",1 shows that Z(",) rv 1/",2 and shows that 

Z(",) is thus integrable as '" -+ ±oo. By examining the express on for 8iI,(1) /0", in 

(5.19f), and by looking at the behavior of Wn for large 1",1, (5.21b), we see that 

Z(",) is analytic for real", as '" -+ ±oo and at '" = 0. Then we can use Z(",) to 

integrate oiI, (1) /0"" and get 

1
11 8::(1)( ~ ) 

iI,(1)(""xd = iI,(l}(O,xd + u 8,,!,x I dfj 

o '" 
= iI,(l)(O, xd 

+ 111 { 811 (1 ) ( fj, X I ) 

o 8", 

- [iU~' A - ;~e B(l + Z2) 1: fj2 ] A(XI) exp [iCe + 0] } dll 

+ 111 [iU~' A - ;; B(l + [2) 1 fj ~2] A(XI) exp He + 0] dll 
o c + '" 

= iI,(l)(O,xJ) + 111 Z(fj)d1l 

+ [iU~' A", - ~~ B(l + Z2)log(1 + ",2)] A(xJ) exp [iCe + 0]. 

= iI,(l}(0, Xl) + f±OO Z(fj) dfj + fl1 Z(fj) dfj 
Jo J±oo 

+ [iU~'A17 - ~~~B(l + Z2)log(1 + ",2)] A(xJ)exp[i(e + 0]. (5.23a) 

Asymptotic Matching of iI,(l} with the Main Layers 

We use asymptotic matching to find a value for iI,(l)(", = 0, xd. Since Z(",) = 

0(1/",2) for large 1171, the integral J;oo Z(fj) dfj, which appears in the right-hand 

side of (5.23a), is 0(1/1",1) for large 1",1, and so will be dropped during the matching. 

Doing a 2 critical- 2 main expansion gives us 

u =f { TOe ~~ ~ + iAU~ } A(XI) exp [ice + 0] 

+ fU{ iI,(l)(O, xd + 1±00 Z(fj) dfj 

+ [iU~' A", - ;j B(l + Z2)log 1"'1] A(xd exp[ice + 0] }. 
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Comparing this with the critical layer expansion of the streamwise velocity, (4.17a), 

we have 

~(I)(O, Xl) + l±oo Z(i]) di] 

where 

= AU~ [q±yC _ 1 + [2 rYe J±(S)dS] A(xt} exp [i(e + 0] 
q± J±oo 

-U~G~) +R(e,(,xt}, (5.23b) 

(5.23c) 

Recall that J±(y) is given by (4.16a) and G~) by (4.11d). Since the terms in 

R(e, (, Xl) have no ± subscripts and do not depend on 7], none of these terms will 

contribute to the jump across the critical layer. 
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5.4 Amplitude Equation 

Jump Across the Critical Layer 

The quantity .5,(1)(O,xt) has a unique value, so solvability on (5.23b) requires 

(5.24a) 

where 

and 

{
I + [2jYe 1 + [21+00 

V2 = AU~ -- J_(s)ds + -- J+(s)ds 
q- -00 q+ Ye 

l Ye r+oo } 
+q- -00 [r _(s) - 1] ds + q+ lYe [r +(s) - 1] ds . (5.24c) 

The left-hand and right-hand sides of equation (5.24a) give the jumps of the critical 

layer and of the main layer solutions across the critical layer, respectively. In 

deriving (5.24), we used (5.19 b,c) and (4.17d). Recall that A, q±, J±, and r ± are 

given in (3.6b), (3.4c), (4.16a), and (4.8), respectively. 

Since the integral of Z(1]) exists in the Riemann sense, the Cauchy principle value, 

limb->oo J~b also exists and gives the same result. We use the Cauchy principle 

value to evaluate the improper integrals in the text that follows. The integral of 

Z(1]) is given by 
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Note that 1]/(1 + 1]2) is an odd function, and so integrates to zero. To evaluate 

the integral, we substitute for 8.a(l) /81] using (5.19f). We need the following two 

identities 

(5.25b) 

(5.25c) 

which are derived by using the identities 

1
+00 

-00 exp[±ik(x - a)] dk = 271"8(x - a) (5.25d) 

10 1 
-00 8(x)dx = 2' (5.25e) 

Recall that a = U~/Uc. Equation (5.25e) is a purely formal result which gives the 

correct value 71" rather than 271" in the integrals (5.25 b,c). From these identities, we 

may evaluate the integral of Z (1]) to get 

(5.25f) 

where 

As was just mentioned, equation (5.25e) is a purely formal result which 

simplifies the calculation of the integrals in the jump of the downstream velocity 

across the critical layer. However, we can calculate the jump without using (5.25e) 

since the disturbance amplitude grows exponentially in our linear analysis. We use 

the exponential form A-oo exp( iTXI), where A-oo and T are complex constants. 

Then the partial derivative with respect to Xl becomes 8/8xI = iT when applied 

to the amplitude, and the linear operator .c(0), which acts upon 8.a(l) /81] in the 

"vorticity" equation (5.18c), becomes .c(0) = iU~1] + iTUc, i.e., the "vorticity" 

equation, (5,18c), is changed to an algebraic equation for 8.a(1) /81] rather than a 

differential equation. Also, using an exponential representation for the amplitude 
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enables us to evaluate the functions vVn (7], xI) appearing in the right-hand side of 

the "vorticity" equation, (5.18c)j substituting A-co exp(irxI) in (5.6) yields 

n = 0,1,2, .... 

Note that the integral of Z(7]), J~coZ(fj)dr], involves integrals of the form 

J~co fja vV(fj, xI) dfj, where n ~ 0 and a :::; nj these integrals can be evaluated 

through integration by parts, which give the same results that appear in (5.25 b,c). 

So we again obtain the result given in (5.25f). 

Amplitude Equation 

From substituting the value of J~coZ(fj)dfj given in (5.25f) into the left-hand side 

of (5.24a), we get 

(5.26) 

Note that equation (5.26) is an evolution equation for the amplitude A(xt), that 

is, the equation can be solved to give the growth or decay of the disturbance over 

the long lengthscale >. 2 • For a given mixing layer, the constants VI and V2 can be 

evaluated, and the amplitude can then be determined. 

where 

Solving equation (5.26) for the amplitude gives 

]( = 1fToc(l + [2)B _ i, 
/alUc v2 

(5.27a) 

(5.27b) 

and A-co is an arbitrary complex constant. Note that VI, V2, and B are real, so the 

ratio -VdVl is the growthrate, i.e., this ratio determines the exponential growth 

or decay of the mode. The ratio -V2/Vl is positive in our case, so the amplitude 

of the disturbance grows exponentially as the distubance propagates downstream. 
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Chapter 6 

Nonlinear Analysis 

6.1 Amplitude Scaling 

Distinguislled Scaling 

As stated earlier, we did not specify the scale factor € characterizing the magnitude 

of the perturbations in the linear analysis (except for € ~ 1), since this scale factor 

played no role there. We need to now establish the distinguished scaling € = €( a) for 

the nonlinear analysis so that nonlinear terms in the equations of motion become 

important at the lowest possible order and modify the amplitude equation, (5.24a). 

In order to see in which layers the nonlinearities will be important, we note 

that the perturbation variables are largest in the main and critical layers, so we 

expect the nonlinear terms to be largest there also. The linear operator, D / Dt, is 

smallest in the critical layer, which implies that the linear terms are smaller in the 

critical layer than in the main layers. Thus we expect to achieve a balance between 

nonlinear and linear terms at lowest order in the critical layer. 

We examine the equation of motion, (2.3), to compare various terms and use 

the convective derivative u . \7u as a typical nonlinear term. The other nonlinear 

terms are either of the same magnitude or smaller. From the x-component of the 

momentum equation, (2.3b), we have 

Du ou -+u-+ .. ·=O 
Dt ox ' (6.1a) 

where D / Dt denotes differentiation following the base flow. We only need to look 

at the first two terms in order to compare linear and nonlinear terms. From (2.6a) 

and (5.2a), we have 

(6.1b) 
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We assume that the solution to u at lowest order is known, and that it can be found 

by solving linear equations, which we shall verify a posteriori once the scaling for € 

is determined. From the critical layer expansion of the downstream velocity, (5.3a), 

u = O(€), so the nonlinear "forcing" term, uu(8u/80, is O(U€2). From (5.13), the 

lowest-order terms in u contain only the fundamental mode, which implies that 

the "forcing" term contains first and zeroth harmonics, but no fundamental. Then 

the solution to the x-momentum equation, (6.1b), contains only first and zeroth 

harmonics, which are of order O( U€2 / ( 2) = O( €2 / u) since D / Dt = O( ( 2), and 

contains no fundamental. Note that simply squaring the fundamental gives terms 

of magnitude O( €2), which is much smaller than O( €2 / u). Because of the critical 

layer, the nonlinear disturbances are larger than what might be expected on a naive 

basis. 

At next order, these first and zeroth harmonics interact with the fundamen

tal of magnitude O( €) to produce nonlinear terms of size O( u . € • €2 / u) = O( €3). 

This is the first time that the fundamental appears in nonlinear terms. We want 

these nonlinear terms to appear at the correct order so that they can interact with 

terms produced by the slow aging of the fundamental on the scale Xl. The terms 

produced by the slow aging of the fundamental are O(u€), so from (6.1b), 

(6.1c) 

which implies € = O( u 3 / 2 ). We define € = u 3/ 2 without loss of generality. Turning 

the argument around, we find u = €2/3 j this scale is very much shorter than the 

classical scale ( rv €2) given by the Landau-Stuart-Watson theory. This distin

guished scaling will cause the fundamental first appearing from nonlinear terms 

to enter the analysis at the correct order and modify the velocity jump across the 

critical layer which in turn modifies the amplitude equation. 
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Distinguished Scalings Used By Other AutilOrs 

Similar distinguished scalings have been used by other investigators. Hickernell 

(1984) used this type of scaling argument in a geophysical problem. Goldstein and 

co-workers also used a similar scaling argument in more closely related problems 

involving oblique modes near the neutral frequency (short wavelengths) (Goldstein 

& Choi 1989, Goldstein & Leib 1989), and resonant triad interactions (Goldstein 

& Lee 1993). 

It is hard to compare our distinguished scaling with those used by other 

people since we use a triple-layer structure involving the outer, main, and critical 

layers, while previous investigators have needed to use only a double-layer structure 

involving the outer and critical layers. In order to make a rough comparison, let 

€[ ~ 1 be the characteristic magnitude of the instability modes in the outer layers. 

Then from (3.1), €[ = O(o-€) = 0(0-5 / 2). So 0- = 0(€~/5), which is similar to the 

scalings used by Hickernell (1984) and Goldstein & Leib (1989). 

Nonlinear Terms in the Outer and Main Layers 

Now that we have established the distinguished scaling, we need to check if nonlin

earities in the outer and main layers enter into the analysis also. We verify from the 

equations of motion, (2.7), and the perturbation-variable scalings in the outer lay

ers, (3.1), that the largest nonlinear terms in the outer layers are smaller by a factor 

of O(o-€) = 0(0-5
/
2) than the terms needed; and in the main layers, we see from 

the equations of motion, (2.7), and the perturbation-variable scalings for the main 

layers, (4.1), that the nonlinear terms are smaller by a factor of O( €) = 0(0-3
/ 2) 

than the terms needed. So the outer and main layer solutions are found using linear 

equations. 

New Term in Critical Layer Expansions 

In the critical layer, by substituting the expansion for u, (5.3a), into equation (6.1b), 

and by using € = 0-3 / 2, we see that the terms ,fiCO) and ,fi(1) enter at orders 0(0-2€) = 

0(0-7 / 2) and 0(0-2 . o-€) = 0(0-9/ 2), respectively, while the lowest-order nonlinear 

terms come at order 0(0-8 / 2) = 0(0-4 ). This disparity can be fixed by adding an 
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intermediate term, a l / 2 iJ,{l/2), into the expansion for u. We then need to similarly 

add an intermediate term in the expansions for the other perturbation variables 

in the critical layer. Thus, lowest-order perturbation variables in the critical layer 

are found using linear equations with no forcing terms, while theintermediate and 

second-order variables are found using the same linear equations but with nonlinear 

forcing terms. Note that in the expansions for each perturbation variable, nonlinear 

forcing terms will produce zeroth and first harmonics in the intermediate-order 

solutions, and will produce fundamental and second harmonics in the second-order 

solutions. The fundamental appearing at second order due to nonlinear forcing 

terms interacts with the fundamental produced by the slow aging of the disturbance 

on the scale Xl, and so modifies the amplitude equation. 

6.2 Two Oblique Modes, Linear Solutions 

Oblique-lvIode Representation 

In the nonlinear analysis, we work with two oblique modes with spanwise wavenum

bers having equal magnitudes but opposite signs. If a typical mode has the form 

j(1],xJ)exp[i(e + 0], then superimposing two oblique modes with equal but op

posite spanwise wavenumbers gives 2j(1],xJ) exp(ie) cos (. However, in a nonlinear 

analysis, superposition no longer holds. This means that the representations for 

the modes must be real, and must include both oblique modes. So we represent 

the disturbance using ~[ij(1],xdexp(ie)] cos(, which comes from negating half 

the imaginary part of 2j(1], xJ)exp(ie) cos (. Note that ~(.) denotes the real part 

of a complex quantity. The previous equations of motion used in solving the linear 

problem for one oblique mode still hold; we can find the solutions corresponding to 

the combined effect of both oblique modes for the linear problem by resolving the 

linearized equations of motion using the new mode form, ~[ij(1], xJ) exp(ie)] cos (, 

or by using superposition to combine the previously-found solutions for a single 

oblique mode in the manner just described. We provide the linear solutions for the 

combined effect of both oblique modes before proceeding to the nonlinear analysis. 
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Outer Layer Solutions 

At lowest order in the outer layers, from (3.5a), the pressure becomes 

(6.2a) 

The other solutions u(O) v(O) w(O) p(O) and T(O) are given by (3 5b-e h) where , , , ", . " 

the value of p(O) used is given by (6.2a). At next order, from (3.9a), the pressure 

is given by 

(6.2b) 

where the expression for K~) is given in (3.8). Using this value for p(I) in (3.9b-e,i) 

gives the values of u O) v(l) w(l) pO) and T(I) , , " . 

Main Layer Solutions 

In the main layers, from (4.4b) and (4.5b), we find that 

(6.3a) 

and 

(6.3b) 

Then upon using (6.3 a,b) and (4.4c), w(O) is given by 

(6.3c) 

The other perturbation variables at lowest order, u(O), v(O), p(O), and 1'(0), are given 

by (4.5a,c-e). 

At next order, from (4.9), (4.lld), and (4.llc), we get 
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+ U±~Uc [1- ql (1+ ~~[2)] ~[iA'(xJ)exp(iO]}cos(, (6.4b) 

and 

F± = {(I + [2) 1:00 [r ±l(s) - 1] ds - qiy} ~ [iA(Xl) exp(i~)] cos ( 

+ q±~ [iA'(xt) exp(iO] cos (. (6.4c) 

Using these values and substituting the values of p(O) and p(O), (6.3a) and (6.4a), 

into (4.10a), gives 

~ (1) _ To U [ m[ ·A' ( . ~)] . ( 
w - (U _ U

c
)2:1L z exp z.." sm 

- U ~[Uc [q± {y + 1:00 [r ±(s) -1] dS} ~[iAexp(iO] 

- ~[8± exp(i~)]l sine· (6.4d) 

The values of the other perturbation variables, u(1), v(l), p(l), and 1'(1) are given 

by (4.12), (4.11b), (4.13), and (4.14), respectively. 

Critical Layer Solutions 

From (5.13), (5.14), (5.7), (5.5), (5.15), and (5.16), the lowest-order solutions in 

the critical layer are given by 

,fiCO) = -U~ {A~[A(xt)exp(ie)] + ~~~~[WO(7],xl)eXp(ie)]} cos( 

J(O) = { UcA~[( A'(xt) + ia7]A(xt)) exp(ie)] 

To (1 + 12) [ . ]} 
+ c U~ ~ A(xd exp(zO cos ( 

J,(O) = ;:l~[iWo(7],xdexp(ie)] sine 

p(O) = ,M2~[iA(xJ)exp(iO] cos ( 

p(O) = -pric { A~[A(xt) exp(ie)] 

+ TOcir~~ [2) ~[WO(7], xJ) exp(ie)] } cos ( 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

(6.5c) 

(6.5d) 

(6.5e) 
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f(O) = -Trie {A)R[A(XI) exp(iO] 

+ Toeg;, [2))R [WO(ry, XI) exp( ie)] } COS (, (6.5f) 
c c 

and from (5.19 a,e,f), the second-order solutions are given by 

fi(l) = I'M2)R{[ Q±A(xJ) + iB(xd] exp(iO} cos ( (6.6a) 

J,(l) = 7.r:[ {ry2 (~~ - 0'2) )R[iWI(ry,.1:I)exp(iO] 

+ry (~~: -0') )R[Wo(ry,xdexp(ie)] +Q-)R[iWO(ry,XI)exp(ie)] }cos( (6.6b) 

8aO) {T: O'U"[2ry2 
7h] = oe 2U; )R[W2(ry, xI) exp(ie)] 

TOe0'2[2ryc;o [. 8W2(ry,xd ('C)] TOeO'[2Q m[w ( .) ('C)] - m. Z!:l exp Z." - _m. I ry, xl exp z." 
UC VXI UC 

- ~22(TOeU2 +TrieU~)ry)R[iWI(ry,XI)exp(iO] - U~'A)R[A(XI)exp(iO] 
c 

- ~e [i: (1 + [2) - Ttl )R[WO(ry,XI)exP(ie)]} cos(. (6.6c) 
c c TOe 

Linear Amplitude Equation 

By integrating oa(l)/ory and redoing the work in sections 5.3 and 5.4, we get the 

amplitude equation 

111)R[iA'(XI)exp(iO] cos ( + V2)R [iA(xJ) exp(ie)] cos ( 

= I:' ~: B(l + [2))R [A(xI) exp(ie)] cos (, (6.6d) 

where VI, V2, and B are defined in (5.24b), (5.24c), and (4.15b), respectively. The 

exp [i( e + ()] -component of this equation is 

This is the same as equation (5.26) except for the factor 1/4 in each term; we 

do not get rid of this scale factor since we will later add a nonlinear correction. 
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The nonlinear analysis will modify the amplitude equation by adding terms involv

ing integrals with integrands roughly proportional to the cube of the amplitude. 

The modified amplitude equation is analogous to what one would expect from 

Landau-Stuart-Watson theory where a linear differential equation is modified by 

the addition of a cubic nonlinear term; the new effect is the "history" term arising 

from the integrals of the cubic nonlinearities. 

Correspondence with Goldstein & Lee (1992) 

It should be noted that the lowest-order solutions to the critical layer, (6.5), corre

spond to the critical layer solutions found by Goldstein & Lee (1992), and contain 

some additional terms involving the vortex-sheet parameter, A. They consider the 

nonlinear interaction of a resonant triad between two oblique modes and a two

dimensional mode in a boundary layer. By examining the lowest-order critical layer 

solutions in their analysis, equations (5.11), (5.13), (5.25), and (5.26) in Goldstein 

& Lee (1992), we see that their solutions are essentially the same as ours if we 

artificially set the vortex-sheet parameter to zero. Since their notation is quite 

different from ours, we cannot do a direct comparison of the solutions. However, 

it is easy to see that their solutions for the flow field of the oblique modes and 

ours correspond when A = O. When A =J:. 0, the cross-stream velocity component, 

J(O), varies linearly with 1] instead of being independent of 1] as in Goldstein & 

Lee (1992). Since our lowest-order solutions contain additional terms involving the 

vortex-sheet parameter, the nonlinear analysis that follows will correspond closely 

to the analysis of Goldstein & Lee (1992), with the addition of new terms arising 

from the presence of A. The new terms involving A will complicate the algebra 

that follows, but, surprisingly, will not modify the velocity jump across the critical 

layer. This will result in the same amplitude equation that is found in Goldstein 

& Lee (1992). 
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6.3 Critical Layer Scalings and Nonlinear Equations 

Perturbation-Variable Expansions 

In order for nonlinear terms containing the fundamental to appear at the correct 

order, we need to introduce an intermediate order in the expansions of the perturba

tion variables corresponding to terms containing the first and zeroth harmonic. We 

shall denote this intermediate order by placing the superscript 1/2 on dependent 

variables. With the new terms included, the critical layer variables now expand as 

u =a3/2(~(O) + a1/2~{1/2) + a11(1) + ... ) 
v =a7 /2( ~(O) + a1/2~{1/2) + a~(1) + ... ) 
p =a5/ 2 (fi(O) + a 1/ 2fi{1/2) + afi(I) + ... ), 

(6.7a) 

(6.7b) 

(6.7c) 

where E has been replaced with a 3 / 2 • The variables w, p, and T have similar 

expansions to u. 

Nonlinear Equations of Motioll 

In the nonlinear analysis, we include all nonlinear terms. Previously, in the linear 

analysis, we neglected the nonlinear part of the convective derivative, u· \7. In the 

critical layer, this previously neglected operator becomes 

where 
( ") ~ ( ") a ~ ( ") a ~ ( ") a N J = U J - + V J - + ltV J -

ae a~ a(' 

(6.8a) 

for j = O,~. (6.8b) 

By substituting (5.2) and the new expansions, (6.7), into the governing equations, 

(2.7), we find that the lowest-order critical layer equations, hence their solution, do 

not change; thus, we do not repeat them here. The higher-order equations, which 

now contain nonlinear forcing terms, are given by 

x-momentum: 



£(O)11(j) + U,~(j) + TOe ap(j) 
c ,M2 ae 

_ f _N(O)il,(O) , for j =~; 
- t r.h.s.(5.4b) - N(O)il,(I/2) - N(!/2)il,(O), for j = 1; 

"vorticity" : 

y-momentum: 

£
.1 

or J = -j 
2 

for j = Ij 

ap(j) 
--=0, a7] £

.1 
or J = 2,1, 

z-momentum: 

( ) 

A ( ') 1 ap~(j) 
£ 0 A J + --7: 1--

W ,M2 Oe a( 

{ 

_N(O)J,(O) for j = ~j 
= r.h.s.(5.4d; - N(0)J,(I/2) - N(!/2)J,(O), for j = ~; 

energy: 

Recall that 

aD, (j) a~ (j) aill (j) _ { 0, A 

ae + a + 1 a( - au(O) 7] __ _ 

ax! ' 

£(0) =Uc (~+ a:7]~) ax! ae 

£
.1 

or J =-; 
2 

for j = 1. 

£(1) = (~U" ~ U'~) 7] 2 c 7] ae + c ax! . 
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(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

(G.9c) 

(6.9d) 

(6.ge) 

We call equation (6.9b) the "vorticity" equation since the quantities -aD,(j) / a7], 
j = 0, 1/2, 1, are the lowest order perturbation terms for the spanwise (z) vorticity. 
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New Term in the Main and Outer Layer Perturbation Expansions 

Since we included an intermediate-order term in the perturbation variable expan

sions in the critical layer, we should also include an intermediate-order term in 

the outer and main layer perturbation variable expansions. By doing this, we find 

that the intermediate-order equations are the same as the lowest-order equations 

in both the outer and main layers. Any solutions at intermediate order in the 

outer and main layers will not change the second-order solutions already found in 

these layers since nonlinearities in these layers are small and do not appear in our 

analysis. So we let the pressure and the perturbation variables outside the critical 

layer at intermediate order be identically zero without loss of generality. Once we 

have solved for the nonlinear terms in the critical layer, asymptotic matching will 

confirm that the intermediate-order terms are zero in the main and outer layers. 

Then in the critical layer fi{1/2) = 0 since afi{1 /2) / a1} = O. This implies 

that all of the forcing terms at intermediate order in the critical layer will be 

nonlinear in the disturbance amplitude. At second order in the critical layer, the 

solutions corresponding to the linear forcing terms are already known (see equations 

(5.19a), (5.1ge), and (5.19£)), so we will only calculate solutions corresponding to 

the nonlinear forcing terms. 
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6.4 Fourier-Series Representation of the Intermediate-Order Equations 

Fourier-Series Representation 

To help simplify the algebra in the nonlinear analysis, we introduce the complex 

Fourier-series representation of a perturbation variable, 

for j = D,~, 1, (6.1Da) 
n m 

where f may stand for u, v, w, etc., and F may stand for U, V, vV, etc. By 

applying the operator £(0) to this representation, we have 

£(0) j(j) = L L (Lnf~t~n) exp [i(ne + m()], (6.1Db) 
n TTl 

where 

Ln = Uc (!l + iC\'7]n) . (6.lOc) 

Notice that we have dropped the argument (7], X I ) on f<'!}m. In order to simplify the 

notation and to shorten equations and expressions, we shall drop the arguments Xl 

or (7], Xl) on all variables in the nonlinear analysis, and only include the arguments 

when necessary. Under this rule, A(XI) becomes A, Wn (7], Xl) becomes W n , etc. 

Intermediate-Order Equations 

In preparation to solving the intermediate-order equations, equations (6.9) with 

j = 1/2, we represent the nonlinear forcing terms in those equations in a complex 

Fourier series, 

2 2 

N(O)it(O) = L L :F7~~/;;) exp [i(ne + me)] (6.lla) 
n=-2m=-2 

2 2 

N(O)J,(O) = L L 1{~lt~) exp [i(ne + m()]. (6.llb) 
n=-2m=-2 
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By substituting the various Fourier series representations into the governing equa

tions at intermediate order, equations (6.9) with j = 1/2, we can cancel the expo

nential factors to get 

x-momentum: 

L U::: (1/2) + U/V::: (1/2) = - 'L'(I/2) c 2 1 0 1 2 
n n,m c n,m .rn,m, .lOrn,m=-,-"" (6.12a) 

"vorticity" : 
A A £1'L'(I/2) 

L UA (1/2) _ ;mU'1WA 

(1/2) = _ u.rn,m £ ? 1 0 1 ? 
n 11 n,7n • c n,m OTJ' or n, m = -~, -, , ,~, (6.12b) 

z-momentum: 
A 

L WA (1/2) = _'l..I(I/2) £ 2 1 0 1 2 n n,m I L n ,7n' or n, m = - , -, , , , (6.12c) 

energy: 

A ov(I/2) A . uA(I/2) + n,nl +' tWA (1/2) = 0 zn n m 0 zm n m , , TJ ' 
for n, m = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2. (6.12d) 

Fourier Coefficients of the Lowest-Order Solutions 

To simplify the calculation of the forcing terms, we also represent the lowest-order 

solutions using complex Fourier series, and find that 

:::(0) :::(0) :::(0) :::(0) 
UI 1 = UI -1 = U -1 1 = U -1 -1 , , , , 

TO)2 1 / 
= B = ---w;o - -U AA 4Uc 4 c 

(6.13a) 

:::(0) :::(0) :::(0) :::(0) 
VI,I = VI,-I = V -1,1 = V -1,-1 

= C = ~~(1 +12)A+ ~UcA (0':1 +iaTJ ) A (6.13b) 

::: (0) _ ::: (0) _ ::: (0) _ ::: (0) 
WI,I - -WI,-I - -W -1,1 - W -1,-1 

= D = To)Wo, 
4Uc 

(6.13c) 

where the tilde over a symbol denotes taking the complex conjugate. 
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Fourier Coefficients of N(O)~(O) 

By substituting the Fourier expansions of the lowest-order solutions into the non

linear forcing term N(O)~(O) in the x-momentum equation, equation (6.9a) with 

j = 1/2, we find the Fourier coefficients 

~(1/2) = ~(1/2) 
2,0 -2,0 

= 2 (iB + C ;7] - ilD) B 

iT.2 14 iT.2 12(1 + 12) i(U')2 A 2 
Oc w.2 Oc AW + c A2 

= 4U2 0 - SU2 I S 
c c 

iTo G1
2
A { [( 8 .) 1 } + Cs 3AWo - 8

X
I + ZG7] A WI 

~(1/2) = ~(1/2) 
0,2 0,-2 

( 
8 ) ~ (- - 8 -) = -iB + C 87] + ilD B + iB + C 87] - ilD B 

iTl12(1 + 12) _ 

= - c 16U2 AWl 
c 

- iTOl~12A {.4Wo + [(!l - iG7]).4] WI} + C.C. 
~~~'2) = 2 ( -iB + C ;7] - ilD) B + 2 (iB + C ;7] + i1D) B 

iTl12(1 + 12) _ 

= - c SU2 AWl 
c 

iTo G1
2
A { - [( 8 ) -] } + Cs AWo - ax} - iG7] A WI + c.c. 

(6.14a) 

(6.14b) 

(6.14c) 

(6.14d) 
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Fourier CoefHcients of N(O)ill(O) 

Similarly, by substituting the Fourier-series representations of the lowest-order so

lutions into the nonlinear forcing term in the z-momentum equation, N(O)J,(O), we 

find its Fourier representation 

1{(1/2) __ 1{(1/2) __ 1{(1/2) _1{(1/2) 
2,2 - 2,-2 - -2,2 - -2,-2 

= (iB + C ;ry + i1D) D 
_ iT6)(1 + 12) A 
- 16U2 WI 

c 

'1./(1/2) _ '1./(1/2) - 0 
'''±2,0 - '''0,0 - . 

(6.15a) 

(6.15b) 

(6.15c) 

The terms involving A are new, while the terms not containing A can, in principle, 

be found in Goldstein & Leib (1992). 
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6.5 Solutions at Intermediate Order 

Solution for J,(l/2) 

vVe are now ready to start solving the intermediate-order equations, and find the 

spanwise velocity component J,(1/2) first. The equation for the Fourier coefficients 

of J,(l /2), L7I W~l,~) = -1i~,~), has the solution 

Thus, solving formally is easy, except for evaluating some of the integrals. We need 

a good notation for the integrals that will arise, and to this end, we let 

(6.16a) 

](m,71(ry, xI) = 1X~ (Xl - xd7ll 171 (XI )A(xt) exp(iaryxI) dXl, 

for m, n = 0,1,2, ... , (6.16b) 

where In is given in (5.6b). 

We solve for W~lt2) first, and find that the solution contains the integrals , 

](0,0, ](0,1, and J~~Il(xI)A'(xt)exp(iaryxl)dxl' which come from the factors 

AWo, AWl, and A'W1 in the expression for 1i~~t2), (6.15a). To evaluate the last 

integral, we integrate by parts and use (5.9) to arrive at the identity 

1: (Xl - xt)7Il In(xdA'(xd exp(iaryxl) dXl 

InA exp( iaryxl )b'm,o - imlJ(m,n 

- mI(m-l,n + n](m,n-l, 

IoAexp(iaryxt)b'm,o - iaryJ(m,o - m](m-l,O 

-1X~ (Xl - xt)7Il A2(xI) exp(2iaryxI) dXl, 

for n ~ 1, 

(6.17) 

for n = 0, 

where 8i ,i is the usual Kronecker delta. From this identity, we find the desired 

representation of the solution 

A iT.2 1(1 + 12) 'm IA 
W(I/2) _ _ Oc ]( (-2' ) _ z.Loca AW 

2,2 - 16U~ 0,1 exp WryXI 16U
c 

1· (6.18) 
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Similarly, we find that the solution for W~~£2) contains the integrals Jo,o, 

JO,l, J~~ WI (xdA'(xd dXl, and J~~ IWo(xdl 2 dXl. To evaluate the third inte

gral, we integrate by parts and use (5.9) to get the identity 

lVnAbm 0 - ia'TlJm n - mJm- l n + nJm n-l, , "/ t , , for n ;::: 1; 

WoAbm,o - iaryJm,o - mJm-l,o 

-lX~ (Xl - xl)mIA(xdI 2 dX1, 
for n = o. 

(6.19) 

To evaluate the last integral, J~~ IWO(X1 )1 2 dX1, we use the identity 

(6.20) 

where F(xd and G(xJ) are two arbitrary functions. This identity can be derived 

by noting that 

and that 

which together imply the identity. By letting F = Aexp( -iaryxJ) and G -

Aexp(iaryxJ) and by using the definitions in (5.6), we get J~~ IWo(xdl 2 dX1 
- ~ (1/2) -J1,0 - J1,0. From combining these results, W O,2 becomes 

~ (1/2) _ iTJ)(1 + [2) [ 4[2 1 iToca[A -
W O,2 - - 16Ug JO,l + 1 + [2 J1,0 - 16U

c 
AWl - c.c .. (6.21) 
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By solving for the other Fourier coefficients of J,(l/2) in the z-momentulll 

equation, (6.12c), which is given by Ln W~I,~) = _1{~1,~), we find that 

------- -------W(I/2) __ W(I/2) __ W(l/2) _ vVO/2) 
2,2 - 2,-2 - -2,2 - -2,-2' (6.22a) 

W(I/2) = _ W(I/2) 
0,2 0,-2 , (6.22b) 

and 

WO/2 ) - vVO/ 2 ) - 0 ±2,0 - 0,0 - . (6.22c) 

This result is expected since the inhomogeneous terms in the z-momentulll equation ------ ------
t · f '1./(1/2) __ '1./(1/2) __ '1./(1/2) _ '1./(1/2) '1./(1/2) __ '1./(1/2) d '1./(1/2) _ 

sa IS y '''2,2 - "'2,-2 - "'-2,2 - I "-2,-2' '''0,2 - '''0,-2' an I "±2,0 -

1{0/2) - 0 
0,0 - . 

Solution for 8fiO/2 ) /877 

Now that J,(1/2) is known, we can solve for 8fiO/2) /877 using the "vorticity" equa

tion, (6.12b). Define the forcing term on the right-hand side, say g~~{,~), by 

8:F(1/2) 
gO/2) = n,m _ imU'IW(I/2) 

n,m 877 c n,m' for n, m = -2, -1,0, 1, 2, (6.23) 

so that we can rewrite equation (6.12b) for the spanwise vorticity as Lnu~~f.;2 = 
g(I/2) h I (1/2) :: (1/2).. ) ( ) ( ) - n,m . We use t eva ues of Fn,m and W n,m gIven m (6.14, 6.18, 6.21 , and 

(6.22), to calculate the new forcing terms, g~~~), and find that they are given by 

------- ------g~~12) = g~~~;) = g<.:1,;) = g~11,~2 
T~cQP(1 + 12) . 

= - 16U2 [21(0,1 exp( - 2W17x l) - AW2] 
c 

- TOc~~12A {2AWI - [(!1 + iG77) A] W2} (6.24a) 
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g(1/2) = g(1/2) 
0,2 0,-2 

T~ a12(1 + 12) [ _ 812 ] 
= - c 16U; 2JO,1 - AW2 + 1 + 12 .h,o 

- TOc~:12A {2AW1 - [(!l - iary) A] W2} + c.c. (6.24c) 

g(1/2) _ T~caI2(1 + 12) AU1. 
0,0 - 8U2 2 

c 

- Toca;12 A { 2AW1 - [ (!1 - iary) A] W2} + c.c. (6.24d) 

Th t · £ 1 . "t L U~ (1/2) g(1/2) h tl . e equa IOn or tIe spanwlse vortIcl y, n 1/ n,m = - n,m, as Ie SaIne 

linear operator as the equation for W~ll,(;) , but has a different forcing term. So 

the solution for uI~tj,;2 is similar to that of W~1,(,;) , and is given by 

Most of the integration done in solving for U~tj,~ is straight forward. The 

factor AWn that appears in g~~f2) and g~~'2) integrates to Ko,n, while the factor 

AWn that appears in ga~f2) and ga~'2) integrates to JO,n' The factors A'TtVn, 

which appears in g(1/2) and g(1/2) and A'W which appears in g(1/2) and g(1/2) 2,2 2,0 ,n, 0,2 0,0 , 

can be integrated using (6.17) and (6.19), respectively. To evaluate the integrals 

J~~ J(m,n(xJ) dX1 and J~~ Jm,n(xt) dX1 which appear in the solutions for UI~~~~) 
and UJ~/;), we use the identities , 

aI(m,n = {InAe,xP(iaryX1) 
aX1 -mAm-1,n 

aJm,n = { LlA exp( iaryx1) 
aX1 -mJm - 1 n , 

for m=O, 
for m ~ 1, 

for m=O, 
for m ~ 1, 

(6.25a) 

(6.25b) 

and use the fact that Jm,lll I<m,n -7 ° as Xl -7 -00 for all m, n. Also, we use 

(5.9) to evaluate the integral J~:x, WO(Xt)Wl (xt) exp(2iaryxJ) dXl which appears 

in the solution to UJ;/~), and get the result - Wl exp(2iaryxt)/2. Then the Fourier , 
coefficients of the spanwise vorticity, ail,(1/2) / ary, are given by 

--..- -----
[;(1/2) = [;(1/2) = {;(1/2) = {;(1/2) 

112,2 112,-2 11-2,2 11-2,-2 
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(6.26b) 

(6.26c) 

(6.26d) 

Solution for .aU /2) 

To find the Fourier coefficients of .a (1/2), we use the relation U ~~ c;) ( 1] ) - U ~ll, {,;) (0) = 
fo1/ U~I/2) (17) dry, and examine the various integrals involved. In U~I£2), we J( 1/ n,m , 

use integration by parts on the factor (2K1,1 + KO,2) exp( -2ia1]xl) and get 

K O,1 exp( -2ia1]xt)/(ia) plus a constant of integration. 

In the solution for U~~t2), we examine the integrals of K O,2 exp( -2ia1]Xl) 

and wl. To help evaluate the first integral, we do integration by parts on K O,2 

and on 101/ Wl(ry) dry to get the relations K O,2 = IoI2 - If and 1;1 wl(ry) dry = 

Wo(ry)Wl(ry)/(ia)I~=o - 101/ Wo(ry)W2(ry) dry. Multiplying the first relation by 

exp( -2ia1]Xl), integrating with respect to 1], and combining with the second re

lation, gives the result 101/ K O,2(ry, xI) exp( -2iaryxl) dry = WO(ry)Wl (ry)/( ia )I~=o -

21;1 Wl(ry) dry. As 1] becomes large, Wo behaves as 1]-1 and WI behaves as 1]-2, 

so Wo WI and 101/ Wl(ry) dry remain bounded for large 1]. A convenient expression 

for 101/ Wl(ry) dry in terms of previously defined quantities was not found, but the 
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integral converges as TJ approaches ±oo. Matching the downstream velocity, 1l, with 

the main layers requires that fo±oo Wl(7}) d7} be subtracted from f;' Wl(17) d7}. 

In the solution for &~~£2), we examine the integrals of h,o, J1,1, and JO,2. 

Since 

for m, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , (6.27) 

J1,1 and JO,2 integrate to --J1,0(7})/(ia)I~=0 and --Jo,l(7})/(ia)I~=o' respectively. 

The integral of h,o needs to be examined in more detail, since it formally integrates 

to --h,-l(7})/(ia)I~=o' which may be singular. In order to examine the integral 

more closely, we let A = AR + iAr, where AR is the real part of A and Ar is the 

imaginary part of A. Then fol1 [Jm,0(17) + Jm ,o(7})] d7} , for m 2:: 0, simplifies to 

21XI 

(Xl -- X1)m 1il {Sin [";(£1 ~ xIll [AR(xIlAR(£Il + A,(xIlA,(£,ll 
-00 -00 a(x1 -- Xl) 

cos [all ( £ 1 -- Xl)] -- 1 [ A A ]} A 

:: A Ar(xJ)AR(X1) -- AR(XJ)Ar(xd dX1 elx1. 
a(x1 -- xI) 

Note that limfl ...... il sin [aTJ(£l -- xt)] / [a(£l -- xt)] = TJ, and by L'Hopital's 

rule, limil_il {cos [aTJ(£l -- xt)] -- I} / [aTJ(£l -- xd] = O. So the integrand is 

bounded and has a limit as £1 --? Xl. Therefore the integral of Jm,o + Jm,o 

exists and is well defined. For large TJ, Jm,o + Jm,o '" TJ- 2 , so the integral 

fO
l1 [Jm,O(7}) + Jm ,o(7})] d7} remains bounded as TJ becomes large. Matching 1l with 

the main layers requires that we subtract fo±oo[Jm ,o(7}) + Jm ,o(7})] d7}. 

By using these results and from simplification, the Fourier coefficients of 

n(1/2) are given by 

------ ------&(1/2) __ &(1/2) __ &(1/2) __ &(1/2) 
2,2 -- 2,-2 -- -2,2 -- -2,-2 

iT5)2(1 + 12) . iToc a12 A 
= 16U3 ](0,1 exp( --2WTJX1) + 16U AWl 

c ____ ~c~ __ __ 
(6.28a) 
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(6.2Sb) 

i1{1/2) == i1{1/2) 
0,2 0,-2 

iT;t)2(1 + ZZ) { 
== - 16Ug 2J1,0 + JO,l 

- :~11: [171 

Jz,o(~) d~ -1±= J2,0(~) d~] } 
iTOcoPA ~ 

+ 16U
c 

AWl + C.C. (6.2Sc) 

i1{1/2) __ iT;t)2(1 + 12) J, iTOcod2AA~W (6.2Sd) 
0,0 - SU3 0,1 + Sa. 1 + C.C., 

c ____ ~c ____ __ 

where the underlined terms are the new terms arising from the displacement of the 

mixing layer in the cross-stream direction. These solutions without the underlined 

terms are essentially the same as those found in Goldstein & Lee (1992). 

Solution for ~(1/2) 

We next solve for the vertical velocity ~(l/2) using the x-momentum equation, 

(6.12a). This is an algebraic equation for V~l,{;), which yields the solution 

V(1/2) == _~ (L i1{l/2) + ;:(1/2») 
n,nt U' n n,nt n,m' 

c 
(6.29a) 

We find it convenient to represent U~t1,~~) as U~l'{;)GL + (additional terms)n,m, where 

U~l'~~)GL corresponds to the solutions found in Goldstein & Lee (1992), and where 

(additional terms )n,m are additional terms introduced by the displacement of the 

vortex sheet and contain the vortex-sheet displacement parameter, A. Then the 

solution for V~U;) becomes 

V~ (1/2) - -~ [L (U~ (l/2) ) L ( dd" I ) '7:'{1/2)] n,m - U' n n,m GL + n a ltIona terms n,m + .rn,m . 
c 

(6.29b) 

By looking at the expressions for U~l,l,;) and F~~h?) given in (6.2S) and (6.14), 

respectively, we find that we only need to solve for four of the Fourier coefficients 

V~l,~~); the others come from the various symmetries of these coefficients. 



From the identities in (6.25), from the identity 

aWn = {-~O'1]Wn - nWn- 1 , for n 2:: 1, 
aXl -zO'1] Wo + A, for n = 0, 
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(6.30) 

and from using (6.28) and (6.14) to substitute for &~l/!;) and F~~t?) in the expres

sion for V~l,~), (6.29a), we get 

~(1/2) _ ~(1/2) __ ~(1/2) _ ~(1/2) 
2,2 - 2,-2 -- -2,2 - -2,-2 

'U'A2 = _ Z e A2 
16 

(6.31a) 

(6.31b) 

(6.31c) 

~(1/2) -- 0 
0,0 -- , (6.31d) 

where 
&(1/2) __ &(1/2) _ iTocO'12 A AW 

2,0 GL -- 2,0 8U
e 

1 (6.31e) 

and 
&(1/2) = &(1/2) _ iTocO'12 A (AW _ AW ) 

0,2 GL 0,2 16U
e 

1 1· (6.31£) 

Notice that V~~t2) and V~~t2) each contain a term quadratic in A as well as a term 

linear in A in ~~~t2). 
The solutions just obtained for ,~(1/2), aa(1/2) / a1], a(1/2), and ~(1/2) all 

match to the main layers through a 2 main - 2 critical matching. The Fourier 

coefficients just obtained can be expressed as terms that can be found in Goldstein 

& Lee (1992) plus additional terms linear in A and A 2 . 
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At second order, the forcing terms are cubic in the disturbance amplitude, 

and we expect to see terms containing A in the powers from zero to three, i.e, 

some terms will not contain A while others will contain A, A 2 , and A 3 • The terms 

containing some power of A are directly proportional to that power of A. Physically, 

we expect the velocity jump across the critical layer to be independent of the sign 

of the cross-stream displacement of the vortex sheet, and to be dependent on the 

magnitude of the displacement only. Thus, we do not expect the velocity jump to 

depend on the algebraic sign of the vortex-sheet displacement parameter, A. From 

the direct proportionality to powers of A, terms containing odd powers of A will 

make no contribution to the velocity jump, and only terms containing even powers 

of A will contribute. However, terms containing A 2 will also make no contribution 

to the nonlinear velocity jump. The analysis that follows will confirm this. 

6.6 Second-Order Solutions 

At second order, the analysis of Goldstein & Lee (1992) suggests that the algebra 

involved in calculating the velocity jump across the critical layer can be greatly 

reduced by calculating the jump of u + Zw instead of u, which was done in the 

linear analysis. We are justified in doing this since the jump of w across the critical 

layer, to the order of accuracy required in this analysis, turns out to be zero. This 

can be verified by looking at the critical layer expansion of the main layers solution 

for w, (4. 17c). As 7] ~ ±oo in (4.17c), we see that asymptotically w has the same 

value on either side of the critical layer. 

Equation for Q = (8j87])(D,(I) + zti,(I») 

We introduce the new variable Q = (8 j 87])( D, (I) + ztiP»), which is to be distin

guished from the constants Q± introduced in (4.17d). By taking the 7] derivative 

of the spanwise momentum equation, (6.9d), and combining with the "vorticity" 

equation, (6.9b), we get 

(0) I (8 8) :::(1) _ ) 8 8N 
£, Q + UcZ 8e - 8( w - r.h.s. (5.17 + Z 87] r.h.s. (5.4d) - 87]' (6.32a) 
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where N comes from the nonlinear part of the convective derivative and is defined 

by 

N = N(O) (iJ,O /2) + Z,J;O /2») + N( 1 /2) (iJ,(O) + hi/O») . (6.32b) 

The definitions of N(O) and NO/2 ) are given in (6.8b). The velocity jump arising 

from the linear forcing terms has already been found, so we temporarily drop the 

linear terms on the right-hand side of equation (6.32a) and solve using only the 

nonlinear terms. 

We use the notation introduced in (6.lOa) to represent the variables using 

Fourier series, with (. )n,m representing the Fourier coefficient of exp[i( ne + mOl. 
Using this notation, we can represent Q and N as Q = QI,I exp[i(e + 0] + ... and 

N = NI ,1 exp[i( e + 0] + ... , where the ellipses represent other Fourier components. 

By substituting the Fourier-series representations of the variables into equation 

(6.32a) and by dropping the linear forcing terms, we get 

L Q 'U'[( )W;: (1/2) _ 8Nn ,m 
n nm+ Z c n-m nm -- 8 ' , 'TJ 

where, from (6.10c), Ln = Uc[(8/8xt) + iaTJn]. Since the variable representations 

used in the linear analysis consisted only of the fundamental harmonic in e and 

(, we let n = m = 1 and calculate only the nonlinear part of the fundamental 

in Q. Since the solutions at intermediate order contain only the zeroth and first 

harmonics, vV~~e), which is a Fourier coefficient of a fundamental, is zero, and we 

are left wi th 

(6.33a) 

which has the solution 

Q 1 (. )jXI (. ~ )8NI,I(XI) d~ 
1,1 = - U. exp -zaTJXI exp zaTJXI 8 Xl· 

c -00 TJ 
(6.33b) 

The nonlinear contribution to the velocity jump is J~:: QI,I(~)d~. 
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Expression for NI ,1 

In order to express NI,I in a convenient form, we use the equations U~~t2) + 
1W~~t2) = a and W~t,~ = W~~t2) = a to eliminate some of the forcing terms. 

We can verify the first equation from (6.18) and (6.28a), and we can verify the 

second equation by substituting the expressions for 1t~I/,;) given in (6.15) into the 

z-momentum equation, (6.12c), solving, and noting that the solution must ap

proach zero as Xl approaches -00. By using these equations and rewriting the 

result, we find that NI,I is given by 

a A A A au(1/2) 
N =c- ((;(1/2) + (;(1/2) + 1W(1/2») + C 2,0 

1,1 a.,., 0,0 0,2 0,2 a.,., 

+ i(B + 1D)U~It2) + i(B - 31D)U~It2) , , 

+ [~(B - 1D)] V(I/2) + [~(B - 1i5)] V(I/2) a.,., 0,2 a.,., 2,0 

- i1(B + 1D)W~~t2) + i(B + 1i5)U~~t2), (6.34) 

where B, C, and D are the Fourier coefficients of the lowest-order solutions and 

are given in (6.13). 

To help evaluate aNI,t!a1J, we note that B + 1D is independent of 17. By 

using (6.13) to substitute for B, C, and D, the quantity aNI,t!a.,., becomes 

where 

aNI,I _ ~fTI 
- ~.Lk, 

a.,., k=I 
(6.35a) 

(6.35b) 

(6.35c) 

(6.35d) 

(6.35e) 



T5 = _ TOe [2 !!...- (iWOU(I/2) + ~ oWO V(I/2») 
Uc 0'1] 0,2 2 0'1] 0,2 

'UtA ~OU(I/2) 
'7' _ Z c A 2,0 
.L6 - ---

2 0'1] 

'U'[A OW(I/2) 
T7 =_z _c_A 0,2 

2 0'1] 
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(6.35f) 

(6.35g) 

(6.35h) 

Let the portion of QI,I arising from each of the forcing terms Tk, for k = 1,2, ... , 

7, be denoted by Qikl. Equations (6.33a) and (6.35a) imply that Qikl satisfies the , , 

equation 

k=l, 2, ... ,7, 

which has the solution 

Qi~l = -~ exp(_im7X1)jXl exp(iO'1]xdTk(xt}dxI. 
c -00 

Solution for Q(l) + Q(3) 
I, I I, I 

To help solve for Qi~? and Qi~?, we need the three identities 

[: [(:Xl + iO''I]) A(xd] exp[iO''I](XI - Xl)] Jm,n(xt) dXI 

AJm,n + m [X~ {A(xt) exp [iO''I](XI - xt)] 

~l(XJ)} dXI, 

AJo,n - [: {IA(xJ)12 exp [iO''I](XI - xJ)] 

Wn(XI)} dXI., 

for m ~ 1, 

for m = 0, 

for m ~ 1, 

for m = 0, 

(6.36a) 

(6.36b) 

(6.37a) 

(6.37b) 
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for n ~ 1, 
(6.37c) 

for n = 0, 

which can all be verified through integration by parts and by using (5.9). We 

combine Q~~l and Q~~l in the form Q~~i + Q~~l since this causes several terms to 

cancel. By doing some algebra, we can write Q~~f + Q~~f as 

- - - -
where It = h,1 - h,1 + J1,2 + J1,2, 12 = J1,2 - J1,2 + 2JO,3 - JO,3, and h = 
2J1,1-2J1,1 +JO,2+JO,2' In this expression for Q~~f +Q~~f, the terms not containing 

A will have a velocity jump which can be found in Goldstein & Lee (1992), the 

terms which contain A will have no velocity jump, and the velocity jump for the 

terms containing A 2 will be obtained shortly. 
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Solution for Q~~f 

We next solve for Q~21. From integration by parts and from (5.9), we have the , 

identity 

for n, m f. 0, 

for n = 0, m f. 0, 

for n,m = 0. 

(6.39) 

The relevant forcing term is T2, which is given in (6.35c) as C(82U~It2) /81]2); upon , 

substituting for C using (6.13b), solving for Q~~f, and using (6.39), Q~~f simplifies 

to 

where i4 = Wo W3 - WI W2 and is = WOW2 - Wl· 
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To help solve for Q~41, we use (6.29b) to substitute for V~It2} in the forcing term , , 
T4 to get 

To help shorten the algebra involved in solving for Q~41, we rewrite the term , 

(0/01])[(oWO/01])L2U~~t2~L] appearing in T4 by using the equations L2UJ~~~) = 
(I/2) . - ~ (I/2) _ - ~ (I/2) - ~ (I/2) 

-g2,0 ,-zaW2U2,0 GL - (0/01])(WI U2 ,0 GL)-WI (0/01])U2,0 GL' (6.31e), (5.9), 

and (5.11). Doing this gives the result 

(6.41a) 

This expression will simplify the work ahead since the term (0/01] )(WI U~~t2~ L) 

in the right-hand side will contribute nothing to the jump across the critical layer. 

In order to simplify the other terms appearing in Q~41, we use integration by parts , 
and a recursion relation for a derivation of Wn , (5.9), to derive the equations 

I: exp(ia1]XI )W~(XI )W2(XI) dXI 

= -~{ exp(ia1]xJ)W~vV3 

- 21x~ eXP(ia1]xJ)A(xdWo (XJ)W3(XJ)dXI} (6.41b) 

exp( -2ia1]XI )/(0,2 = Wo 11'2 - wi. (6.41c) 

~ (I/2) 
By using these three results, by substituting for UTJ2 ,0 using (6.26b), and by doing 

some algebra, we get 

Q(4} 
1,1 
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= iTOc [2 ~ (W U(1/2) ) 
2U; 87] I 2,0 GL 

iT~ a[4(1 + [2) { - 2 
+ c 16Ug WI(WO W2 - WI) 

_ [x~ A(xd exp [ia7](xi _ Xd]WI(XdW2(Xd d.i I } 

(6.42) 

Solution for Q~5~ , 

We next solve for Q~5~. We will follow the method outlined in Goldstein & Lee , 
(1992), and will also use their notation. From the energy equation, (6.12d), we 

can substitute 8V~I{2) /87] = _2i[W~I{2) into the forcing term T5 , which is given , , 
in (6.35f), to get 

where 

(6.43a) 

(6.43b) 

(6.43c) 

(6.43d) 

The subscript Xl on a variable denotes the partial derivative with respect to Xl' We 

substitute the expression for T5 into the solution for Q~5~, (6.36b), and integrate 
. , 

by parts to get 

Q(5) = TO)2 [~ J(5) + 2(ia)2W J(4) + (ia)2w: J{I) 
I , I U2 0 1 x 1 2 x 1 Xl 

C 



where 
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-lx~ A(xd exp [im7(Xl - Xd]J(5)(X d dX 1] ' (6.44a) 

J(4) =J(1) + _1_ J (2) 
2ia 

]<5) =J(3) _ 2a2 J(4). 

(6.44b) 

(6.44c) 

To evaluate J(3), we integrate J£~) by using (6.26c) to substitute for 

OU~~{2) 10TJ and by using (6.25b) to find the anti derivatives of Jm,n. Upon do

ing this, we find that J(3) is given by 

(3) _ iT6ca[4 - iT6ca[2(1 + [2) - -
J - 12U3 (J3,0 + J3,0) + 16U3 (h,l + J2,1 + J1,2 + J1,2) 

c c 

iToca2[2A -
- 16U

c 
(JO,2 + JO,2). (6.44d) 

To find J(4), we differentiate the definition of J(4) in equation (6.44) several 

times to get the equation 

From the definition of J£!Lx\ in (6.43d), and from the energy equation, (6.12d), 

J£~~\XI1/ = _ilW~~£2). From equation (6.12b), we rewrite the term i(oUJ~:;) loxd 
. (2) .(02 :: (1/2)10 0) :: (1/2) (·1 )(0 (1/2)10 ) that appears 111 JX\X\XI1/ as z UO,2 Xl TJ = -2a[WO,2 - z Uc FO,2 TJ . 

From these two equations, we have J~~LXI1/ = -(l/2a)(02W~~{2) 10xloTJ) -

(1IUD(oFJV2) 10TJ). From integrating J~~LXI1/ several times and from using , 
(6.14c), (6.16a), (6.19), (6.21), and (6.25b), we find that 

(4) _ iT6)4 - iT6)2(1 + [2) - iTo)2A - ')-
J - 48U~U; (J3,0 + h,o) + 32U~U; J2,1 + 32U

c 
(J2,0 - J2,0 - ... .J1,d· 

(6.44e) 

Now that J(3) and J(4) are known, we can calculate J(5) from the expression 

J(3) - 2a2 J(4). 

We do not explicitly solve for J£~~ll but use the equations J£~~IXI11 = 
·[W:: (1/2) d (010 )(W J(l») . w. J(l) W J(1) . I . I -z 0,2 an TJ 1 XIXI = za 2 XIXI + 1 xlxl1/ to wrIte t Ie terIn lnvo v-

ing J£!~l in (6.44a) as iaW2J£!L = (010TJ)(W1 J£!~l) + i[W1 J~~ W~~{2)(xJ) dXl. 
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We shall see that this expression for iaTY2J~~~1 will reduce work since the term 

(8/81] )(Wl J~!L) will have zero jump across the critical layer. 

We can substitute the expressions for J(3), J(4), J(5), and J~~L into (6.44a) 

to get 

Q(5) = iToc a[2 !!..-(W J(I) ) 
1 ,1 U; 81] 1 x 1 X 1 

+ i~~~r { WO!6 - 1x~ A(xJ) exp [ia1](xl - xJ)] !6(XJ) dXI } 

iT~ a14(1 + [2) { _ 
+ c 16Ug vVoh - WI (J1,1 - JI,t) 

-1: A(xt} exp [ia1](Xl - XI)]h(XJ)dXI} 

iTl a 2[4A{ --
+ 1C6U~ Wofs + WI [JO,1 - JO,1 - 2(JI,0 - J1 ,0)] -i: A(xt} exp [ia1](xl - XJ)]fS(Xl) dXl}. (6.45) 

- -
where!6 = Ja,0+J3,0, h = J1 ,2+JI,2+h,l, and fs = h,0-J2,0+2JI,I-JO,2-JO,2' 

Solutions for Q~6~ and Q~7~ , , 

To find T6 and T7, we substitute the values of U~~t2) and W~~t2), equations (6.28b) 

and (6.21), respectively, into the expressions for T6 and T7, (6.35g,h). Then we 

substitute the values of T6 and T7 into (6.36b) to get 

(6.46) 

and 
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We have calculated the contributions to Q),) from Tk, for k = 1, 2, ... , 7. 

We next calculate the jump of Q),) across the critical layer to obtain the nonlinear 

terms in the amplitude equation. 

6.7 Nonlinear Velocity Jump Across the Critical Layer 

To help evaluate the integrals involved in calculating the jump across the critical 

layer, we use the well-known result 

27r8(x) = I: exp(±ikx)dk, (6.48) 

where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function. If we use the definitions F(k) = 

J~oof(x)exp(±ikx)dx and 27rf(x) = J~ooF(k)exp(-=fikx)dk for the Fourier 

transform and the inverse Fourier transform, then the result follows by letting 

f(x) = 8(x) and F(k) = 1. This result, (6.48), and the definition of the delta 

function, 

(6.49) 

will each eliminate an integral in the iterated integrals that follow. 

Example Calculations of Velocity Jumps 

To illustrate how these two results, (6.48) and (6.49), reduce the number of inte

grals, we look at two examples, 

for m, n 2:: 0 

and 

for m, n, p 2:: 0, 
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where F(XI) is an arbitrary function of Xl. We also introduce the notation 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 

Z = Xl - Xl, Z = Xl - Xl, (6.50 a, b, c) 

to shorten the length of the integrals. By using the definitions of Jm,n and TtVp 

in (6.16a) and (5.6), and freely interchanging the order of integrations, the two 

integrals become 

and 

respectively. By using (6.48), we can eliminate the integral with respect to 7] in 

terms of the delta function, so that the preceeding integrals become 

and 

Then by using the substitution property of the delta function, we can evaluate the 

innermost integral so that our results become 

and 
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The first of these results is useful as it stands. However, in order to combine 

terms later in the analysis, we need to rearrange the limits of integration in the 

second result. To this end, we split the limits of integration of the inner integral 

from -00 to Xl into -00 to Xl and Xl to Xl, to get 

Then we interchange the dummy variables Xl and .fl in the second double integral 

so that the limits of integration become -00 to Xl and -00 to Xl. After doing this, 

we have 

Thus the two integrals are 

L: LX~ F(xJ) exp(ia~z)Jm,n(~, xd dXl d~ 

= 2,'Jr,l
xI l xl 

F(xdA(£l).A(Xl + £1 - xd(2 - z)mz1l d£l dXl 
a -00 -00 

for m, n ~ 0, (6.51a) 
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Summary of Other Formulas for .Jumps 

The other integrals involved in the jump can all be calculated in a similar manner. 

We sumarize the results of the various integrals without doing further algebra 

herein: 

1:IX~ F(xJ)exp(ia~z)~(~,xI)dxl d~ = ° 
I: .Jm,n(~,xt)d~ = 0, 

I: Wn(~, xI) d~ = ° 
I: IX~ F(xJ)exp(ia~z)Wn(17,xddxl d~ = ° 
l:lx~ F(Xl)exp(ia~z)Wn(~,xt)dxl d~ 

for m, n ;::: 0, (6.51c) 

for m ~ 0, n ~ 1, (6.51d) 

for n ;::: 1, (6.51e) 

for n ~ 0, (6.5lf) 

2 jXl 
= I~ -00 F( Xl ).A(2X l - Xl )zn dx] for n ~ 0, (6.51g) 

I: I: F(xt)exp(ia~zNWn(~,xddxl d~ = ° 

I: vVn(~,Xl)Wm(~,Xl)d~ = ° 
I: Wp(~,X])~(~,xl)d~ = ° 
I: Wm(17, Xl )Wn(~, Xl )Wp(~, Xl) d~ 

for n ;::: 0, (6.51h) 

for m, n ~ 0, (6.51i) 

for m, n ~ 0, (6.51j) 

for m,n,p ~ 0, (6.51k) 

= f~ J:~ IX~ A(xJ)A(£J).A(Xl + £1 - xJ)(z + i)p(zmin + znim)d£l dXl 

for m, n,p ~ 0, (6.511) 
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for m, n,p ;:::: O. (6.51m) 

The variables z and i are defined in (6.50 a,b). 

Terms in Q~~l, k = 1, 2, ... , 7, that Contribute to the Jump 

Now that the integrals have been calculated, we can calculate the jump of Ql, 1 = 
2::=1 Q~~~ across the critical layer. We list only the terms in Ql,1 that make a 

nonzero contribution to the jump, and use the notation J for this purpose; in 

other words, f J 9 means J~oo f(ij) dij = J~oo g(ij) dij, although f(1]) may not be 

equal to g( 1]). Effectively we leave out all terms that integrate to zero for the sake 

of brevity. 

From equations (6.51 c,d,e,f,h), the portion of Q~~f + Q~~f that contributes 

to the jump is 

(6.52a) 

tribute to the jump across the critical layer, so 

Q~~~ L o. (6.52b) 

All of the terms in Q~4? make a contribution to the jump, except for the 
~ , 

- ~ (1/2) 
term (8/81])(W1U2 ,o GL)' Thus we get the result 

Q(4) 
1,1 
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(6.52c) 

- :: (1/2) 
To see that the term (8/87])(VV1 U2,0 GL) integrates to zero, note that WI ap-

proaches zero as 7]-2 for large 7] from (5.21b), and note that matching with 

the main layers shows that U~~t2~L approaches zero as 7] approaches ±oo. So 
- :: (1/2) (8/87])(WI U 2,0 GL) integrates to zero. 

From equations (6.51 e,k), the part of Q~51 that contributes to the jump is , 

given by 

J iT.
3 

ai
6 {jXl } Q~~l = 2~Ug WOJ3 ,0 - -ex> A(xt) exp(ia7]zt)J3 ,0(xd dXI 

iT!ca/4(1 + [2) { 
+ 16Ug vVO(JI,2+h,J)-WIJI,I 

-i~ A(xdexp(ia7]zt)[JI,2(Xt) + h,I(xd1dXI } 

iT.2 a 2
[4 A { 

+ °l
C6Ug WO(J2,0 - JO,2) + WI (JO,I - 2JI,0) 

-J:~ A(xd exp(ia7]zd[J2,0(xd - Jo,2(xdl dXl}. (6.52d) 

We omit the term (8/87])(WI J£!L) in Q~~l since it integrates to zero also. As was 

just noted, the factor WI approaches zero as 7]-2 for large 7]. From (6.43d), (6.31c), 

integrating with respect to Xl, (5.6a), and (6.16a), we find that 
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Matching with the main layers shows that U~~t2~L approaches zero as 1] approaches 

±oo. From (5.21b), (5.6a), and (6.16a), we see that Jm,n rv 17-(n+l) for large 17, so 

JO,l rv 77-2 and Jo,o rv 1]-1 for large 1]. Thus (ala1])(WlJ~~~I) integrates to zero. 

From equations (6.51 f,i), we see that all of the terms in Q~6i integrate to , 

zero, so we get 

(6.52f) 

From equations (6.51 c,f), we find that Q~7i makes a contribution to the , 

jump across the critical layer, and we have the result 

(6.52g) 

(k) Jumps ofQ l l' k = 1, 2, ... , 7 , 

We now give the jumps of Q~ki, for k = 1, 2, ... , 7, across the critical layer. In the , 

calculation of the jumps that follow, the factor allal appears. Since we assume 

Uc > 0 and since a = UUUc , it follows that allal = sgn(U~). Here, sgn(·) is 

the usual sign function, defined to be 1 if the argument is positive and -1 if the 

argument is negative. We use sgn(U~) in place of allal for the remainder of the 

analysis. 

Using equations (6.51 a,g), we find that 

JOO Q(I)(i) + Q(3)(~) d~ 
1,1 7 1,1 1] 1] 

-00 

i7rT.3[4(1 + [2)sgn(U') jXl ji:1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Dc c f( ~ ~ )(~ ~)~~d~ d~ 
=- BUg -00-00 XI,XI,XI Z-ZZZXIXI 

i7rT.3 [2(1 + [2)2 sgn(U') jXl ji:1 ~ ~ ~ Dc c f( ~ ~ )~2(~ ~)d~ d~ - BUg -00 -00 XI,XI,XI Z Z + Z Xl Xj 
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(6.53a) 

where 

(6.53b) 

The variables z and § are defined in (6.50 a,b) as z = Xl - Xl and § = £1 - .1:1. 

From equations (6.51 g,l,m), we find that 

100 Q(4)(~)d~ 
1,1 "7 "7 

-00 

From equations (6.51 a,b), we find that 

100 Q(5)(~)d~ 
1,1 "7 "7 

-00 

From equations (6.51 a,g), we find that 

100 Q(7)(~)d~ 
1,1 "7 "7 

-00 

(6.53c) 

(6.53d) 
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(6.53e) 

Note that the factor f(XI' XI)t) appearing in equations (6.53 c-e) is defined in 

(6.53b). 

Nonlinear Velocity Jump 

Adding these terms together gives 

. '7'3 16 (U') jXl j:i:1 Z7r.Lo sgn c ~ ~2 2~ ~ + C Us f(XI, XI, xt)(22 - 2 2) dXI dXI, 
4 C -00 -00 

(6.54a) 

where f(xI,xI,it) is defined in (6.53b). By substituting 1 = tanO and by combin

ing the three integrals, we have 

(6.54b) 

where 

K I (2,£) = 2 [2(2 + £) + 2£(£ - 2)sin2 OJ . (6.54c) 

Recall that z = XI - Xl and £ = i l - XI. 

This result represents the nonlinear contribution to the jump of the funda-

mental Fourier component of the downstream velocity u across the critical layer. 
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The kernel ]{I (z,2) is the same kernel found in Goldstein & Lee (1992). Recall 

that the lowest order critical layer solutions corresponded to the solutions found 

in Goldstein & Lee (1992), with the addition of terms containing the vortex-sheet 

parameter, A. We expected the presence of these additional terms, involving A, 

to modify the result found in Goldstein & Lee (1992). However, the nonlinear 

contribution to the jump from terms involving A and A 2 cancelled each other out, 

leaving the same jump found in Goldstein & Lee (1992). 

6.8 Nonlinear Amplitude Equation 

Unsealed Amplitude Equation 

Recall that QI,I represents the nonlinear part of (8/87])(6,(1) + ZJ,(I»), and that, to 

the accuracy needed in this analysis, the jump of the spanwise velocity, w, across the 

critical layer is zero. So J~oo QI ,1 (1], Xl) dry represents the jump of the nonlinear part 

of 8fi(I) /87] across the critical layer. We obtained the linear amplitude equation, 

(6.6e), by matching the jumps ofthe main layer and critical layer solutions to 8u/8y 

across the critical layer, and then by isolating the exp [i( e + ()] -component of the 

resulting equation; the left-hand side of equation (6.6e) represents the jump of the 

main layer solution across the critical layer, and the right-hand side represents the 

jump of the critical layer solution across the critical layer. So we may directly 

add J~oo QI,I(r"xJ)dr, to the right-hand side of (6.6e), since J~oo QI,I(r"xt}d1] 

represents the jump of the nonlinear exp [i( e + ()] -component of the downstream 

velocity in the critical layer. By doing this, by using the definition of B in (4.15b), 

and by using a/lad = sgn(U~), we get 

vIA' (Xl) + v2A(XI) 
i7l"Toc U2 sec2 

() sgn(UD 
- (UD2 

(6.55) 
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where, from (6.54c), f{l (z,2) = z [Z( Z + 2) + 22( 2 - z) sin 2 B] , and from (6.50 a,b), 

z = Xl - Xl and 2 = £1 - Xl. This is the nonlinear amplitude equation governing 

the growth of the disturbance amplitude over the long lengthscale, Xl. 

Scale Tranformation 

We rescale the amplitude equation in order to eliminate as many parameters as 

possible. To this end, let 

T = ,Xl, (6.56 a, b) 

where r is complex and, is real. We determine rand, > 0 as follows: Change 

the dummy variables in the integrand of the double integral to 

A A 
A A 

T =,z f =,z, 

and note that the amplitude equation, (6.55), becomes 

Ql' ( T) + V2 Ql( T ) 
,VI 

= _1_ i 7f'Toc U2 sec
2 B sgn( U~) (1 _ T6 c U~ ) Ql( T ) 

,VI (U~)2 TocU~' 

/f1 2 7f'T~c sin2 B cos(2B) sgn(UD 
- ,6 VI 4Ug cos6 B 

(6.56 c, d, e, f) 

x [~[: Ql(TJ)Ql(T2)2t(TI +T2 -T)f{2(f,f)dTI dT2, (6.57a) 

where 

(6.57b) 

We choose 

(6.58a) 

and 

(6.58b) 
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so that the amplitude equation becomes 

Q(' ( T) = iKQ(( T) + sgn( U~) sgn( 1/2) sgn [ cos( 28)] 

j T JTI 
X -00 -00 Q((Tt)Q((T2)2t(T] + T2 - T)K2(f,f)dT] dT2, (6.59a) 

where 

(6.59b) 

This is the same K introduced in (5.27b), with the assumption that Uc > O. 

Initial Conditions for the Amplitude 

We next simplify the initial conditions for the amplitude far upstream. Far up

stream, we assume that the amplitude is small and the growth of the amplitude is 

governed by linear theory. Then from (5.27), 

A(Xt) ~ A_ooexp (_iv:~( Xl) 

as Xl ~ -00. Recall that A-oo is an arbitrary complex constant. Let A-oo = 
exp(a + ib) where a and b are real. Under the transformation T = -(VzJVJ)Xl and 

A(xt) = rQ((T), the upstream condition on the amplitude becomes 

Q((T) ~ 1~2 exp(a+ ib)exp(iKT) (6.59c) 

as T ~ -00. 

Coordinate Sllift 

Let r = exp(c + id), where c and d are real constants with c given by c = In Irl, 

and let K = Kr + iKj, where ](r and Kj are real also. Let 

A(x) = Q((x + TO) x = T - To, (6.60 a,b) 

i.e., we shift the scaled downstream coordinate by TO. By appropriately choosing the 

unknown constants d and TO, we can simplify the initial condition on the amplitude. 

By using these definitions, we find that equation (6.59c) becomes 

A(x) ~ exp[(a - c - KjTo) + i(b - d + KrTo)] exp(iKx) 
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as X --+ -00. Let TO = (a - c)/J(j and d = b + J(rTO. Then the first exponential 

factor disappears and leaves 

A(x) --+ exp(iJ(x) 

as X --+ -00. 

Canonical Form of the Amplitude Equation 

Under the coordinate shift, (6.60), the amplitude equation becomes 

where 

and 

Xl = TI - TO x = Xl - X 

(6.61a) 

(6.61b) 

(6.61c) 

(6.61 d, e, f, g) 

This is the amplitude equation together with the upstream condition on 

the amplitude (6.61a) that we will use for the numerical results. In this form, 

the amplitude depends only on the value of J( (actually only on J(r), the value of 

sgn(UDsgn(v2)sgn[cos(2B)] = ±1, and the value of B = tan-Ii. 
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Chapter 7 

Numerical Results 

In this chapter, we numerically solve the amplitude equation (6.61 b,c), and 

study the behavior of the solution as a function of the parameters in the equation, 

namely the real part of 1(, the propagation angle of the oblique modes, B, and the 

sign of the coefficient of the nonlinear double integral, sgn(UD sgn(v2) sgn[cos(2B)]. 

7.1 Base Flow, Howarth-Dorodnitsyn Transformation 

In order to calculate the real part of 1(, the base flow velocity profile and temper

ature profile must be given first. For the base flow we use a hyperbolic tangent 

profile and the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation. Alone, the hyperbolic tan

gent profile approximates the velocity profile of a mixing layer in an incompressible 

flow. The Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation changes the equations of motion 

for compressible flow (i.e., the boundary layer equations for the base flow) to equa

tions that resemble those for incompressible flow. Together, the hyperbolic tangent 

profile and the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn tranformation provide an approximation to 

the velocity profile of a mixing layer in a compressible flow. 

Let U+ and U_ denote the nondimensional velocities in the upper and lower 

streams of the mixing layer, respectively. Let Urn = (U+ - U_)/2 and 6U -

U+ - U-. Then the base flow velocity profile is given by 

(7.1) 

where YH is the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn variable defined by Y = JoYH To(ry) dry; here, 

y is the nondimensional physical variable. Crocco's relation is used to give the 

temperature profile 

where 'Y is the isentropic exponent and m is defined in section 2.4 (see Balsa & 

Goldstein, 1990, for the stability of these. profiles in a supersonic regime). 
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7.2 Coefficients of the Amplitude Equation 

We first look at the coefficient of the double integral, sgn(U~) sgn( V2) sgn [cos(20)] . 

We assume that U+ > U-, so that U~ > 0 and sgn(UD = 1. To calculate V2, we 

first numerically solve for Uc using the dispersion relation (3.6a). Doing this yields 

three solutions for Uc : U_ < Uc < Urn, Uc = Urn, and Urn < Uc < U+. 'Ve refer 

to the first case as the 'slow' mode and the last case as the 'fast' mode. For the 

second case, Uc = Urn, the vortex-sheet mode is marginally stable and does not 

have an extension to continuous base flow profiles; therefore we do not consider 

this in our discussion. Once Uc is found, q± is given by (3.4 b,c), A by (3.6b), r ± 

by (4.8), and J± by (4.16a); these are needed to calculate VI and V2, which given 

by (5.24 b,c), respectively. For the base velocity profiles that we consider, we find 

numerically that VI > 0 and V2 < 0; this confirms v2/ VI < 0, which was assumed 

in deriving the amplitude equation and the accompanying upstream conditions. So 

sgn(U~)sgn(1/2)sgn[cos(20)] = -sgn[cos(20)]. 

For the coefficient of the amplitude in (6.61b), iJ( = i(J(R - i), we need 

only calculate J(R. The full expression for J( is given in (6.59b). To calculate 

J(R, we note that Uc defines Yc via Uc = Urn + (.6.U /2) tanh(yc). Then the factors 

TOe' TJe, U~ and U2 that appear in J(R are found numerically using the velocity 

and temperature profiles given in (7.1) and (7.2). These factors, together with the 

values of V2 and 0, allow us to calculate J(R using (6.59b). 
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7.3 Numerical method 

We use a fourth-order predictor-corrector method to solve equation (6.61b), which 

governs the growth of the disturbance amplitude. Predictor-corrector methods 

are linear multistep methods that are useful for solving equations of the form 

A'(x) = l(x,A(x)). Multistep methods use previous values of A and A' at equally 

spaced points to find the value of A(x) at the next point, i.e., the past history of 

the amplitude is used to predict the value of the amplitude at the next point. 

Let Xo be the upstream starting location of the program, let h be the stepsize 

between points, and let Xi = Xo + hi for i > 0 be the points downstream at which 

we solve for the amplitude. Let Ai and Ii be the numerical approximations to 

A(xd and I(Xi,A(Xi)), respectively. The starting location Xo is chosen far enough 

upstream so that the amplitude is small and is governed by linear theory. We use 

the upstream condition, (6.61a), to evaluate the amplitude at Xo and at points 

upstream from Xo. To predict the value of the amplitude at Xi, we use the Aclams

Bashforth formula 

and to correct the prediction for Ai, we use the Adams-Moulton formula 

which is implicit. This can be solved by iteration if the appropriate fixed point 

conditions are satisfied. 

The parameters K, U~, and V2 in the amplitude equation (6.61b) may be 

calculated from the base flow as previously discussed. We use the trapezoidal rule 

and a fourth-order method to evaluate the double integral, 

in the amplitude equation, and use the upstream condition (6.61a) to evaluate 

the upstream 'tail' of the integral. See figure 7.1 for a sketch of the domain of 
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integration and the 'tail' of the integral. If Xo is the upstream location where the 

program starts, and if x is the current downstream location, the tail is given by 

1 2 -
4A (xo)A(xo) 

• { [X~iff + ~(4 - sin2 O)X~iff + ~(8 - 3 sin2 
O)Xdiff 

+ ~ (7 - ~ sin2 0)] exp( iii Xdiff ) 

- [sin2 0 . X~iff + ~Xdjff + 1] exp( if( Xdiff ) }, 

where Xdiff = x - Xo. 

Domain of 
Integraton 

x 

x 

Figure 7.1 : The domain of integration and tail of the integral. 

To check the program, we duplicated the inviscid results of Goldstein & Leib 

(1989), and duplicated the results of this study using a modified program written 
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by Sang Soo Lee. 

7.4 Magnitude and Phase of the Amplitude 

We find through numerical experiments that the magnitude of the amplitude es

sentially does not depend on the value of ]( = ](R - i, and that the phase of the 

amplitude varies linearly with the slow downstream variable x, with phase jumps of 

7r occuring also when () > 7r /4. The phase jumps will be explained in the next sec

tion. As was mentioned previously, sgn(UD sgn(v2) sgn[cos(2())] = -sgn[cos(2())] 

for the base flows that we consider, so the angle of obliqueness alone determines 

the growth of the amplitude once the base flow has been chosen. 

To see why these statements might be true, we try a solution of the form 

A(x) = IA(x)1 exp [i(ax + b)] (7.3) 

where the constants a and b are real. By substituting this form of the solution into 

the amplitude equation, (6.61b), cancelling the common factor exp [i( ax + b)], and 

using as dummy variables in the double integral X = Xl - X and ~ = X2 - X in place 

of Xl and X2, respectively, we obtain 

dl~~x)1 + iaIA(x)1 = i](IA(x)1 + sgn(U~) sgn(v2) sgn [cos(2())] 

o x 
x 100 100 IA(x + x)A(~ + x)A(x + ~ + X)I](3(X,~) d~dx, 

where the algebraic kernel, ](3 (x, ~), remains unchanged and is given in (6.61c) as 

](3 (x, ~) = x [x(x +~) + 2~(~ - x) sin2 ()] . 

Since]( = ](R - i, we split the equation into real and imaginary parts to get 

dIA(x)1 
dx = IA(x)1 + sgn(U~)sgn(v2)sgn[cos(2())] 

o x 
x 100 IA(x + X)1100 IA(~ + x)A(x + ~ + x) 1](3 (x, ~) d~ dx, (7.4) 

and 

(7.5a) 
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Note that the equation for the magnitude of the amplitude, (7.4), is independent 

of KR and depends only on the angle of obliqueness once the base flow has been 

chosen. 

To determine b, we look at the upstream condition on the amplitude, A(x) ~ 

exp(iKx) = exp(x)exp(iKRX) as x ~ -00. Substituting in the expression A(x) = 
IA(x)1 exp [i(KRX + b)], we find that 

(7.5b) 

and 

IA(x)1 ~ exp(x) (7.6) 

as X ~ -00. Thus, if A(x) = IA(x)1 exp(iKRX) is valid, the magnitude of the 

amplitude is governed by an equation that does not involve K = KR - i, and the 

phase of the amplitude is directly proportional to the slow downstream coordinate, 

x. In the next section, we shall see that solution (7.3) holds when () < 7r / 4, and 

that solution (7.3) is essentially true when () > 7r /4 with the exception of phase 

jumps in the amplitude phase. These phase jumps are a nonlinear effect arising 

from the presence of the double integral, so this behavior is not captured by our 

trial solution. 

We point out that the magnitude of the amplitude depends solely on the 

angle of obliqueness only when the variables are rescaled. Essentially the effect 

of the base flow quantities is eliminated by rescaling the variables, leaving only 

dependency upon the angle of obliqueness. The solution of the amplitude equation 

in unsealed variables depends upon the base flow quantities. 
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7.5 Numerical Results 

Amplitude Plots 

In figure 7.2, we graph the natural logarithm of the magnitude of the amplitude 

for angles of obliqueness 15°, 30°, and 45° against the slow downstream coordinate 

x. The results for () = 45° have been included for reference, since, at 45°, the 

coefficient of the double integral in the amplitude equation is zero which implies 

that the mode grows linearly. 
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Figure 7.2: In /A(x)/ plotted against X for () = 15°,30°, and 45°. 

In figure 7.3, we graph the natural logarithm of the magnitude of the am· 

plitude for angles of obliqueness 45°, 60°, and 75° against the slow downstream 

coordinate x. 
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Figure 7.3: InIA(x)1 plotted against x for () = 45°,60°, and 75°. 

By comparing figures 7.2 and 7.3 we see that the large, nonlinear growth 

in the magnitude of the amplitude occurs further upstream for angles of oblique

ness less than 45° than for angles greater than 45°. To help understand this 

behavior, note that the coefficient in front of the double integral in (7.4), 

sgn(U~)sgn(lJ2)sgn[cos(2())] = -sgn[cos(2())], is -1 for () < 45° and +1 for 

() > 45°. The kernel ofthe same integral, [(3 (xJ) = x [x( x + i) + 2i( i-x) sin2 ()] , 

is negative over the domain of integration since i ::; x ::; 0 over this region. Thus the 

double integral increases the growth of the amplitude over the entire downstream 

development of the disturbance when () < 45°. Far upstream, where the amplitude 

is small, the nonlinear integral term in equation (7.4) is much smaller than the 

amplitude and makes almost no contribution to the growth of the amplitude; so 

the amplitude grows linearly (on a log scale) in this region. As the disturbance 

convects downstream and the amplitude grows, the nonlinear integral term in (7.4) 
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makes a larger and larger contribution to the growth of the amplitude, and results 

in the very rapid growth in the amplitude seen in figure (7.2). This very rapid 

growth is not predicted by linear theory, and is due to the nonlinear interaction of 

the oblique modes. 

When () > 450
, the nonlinear double integral dampens the growth of the 

amplitude, the effect of which is seen in the modulations or dips of the amplitudes 

in figure 7.3. Far upstream where the amplitude is small, the nonlinear integral is 

small in comparison to the other two terms in the amplitude equation, (7.4), and 

makes no significant contribution to the growth of the amplitude. As the amplitude 

grows, the nonlinear integral term becomes larger and starts to dampen the growth 

of the amplitude, which results in the sudden drop in amplitude seen in figure 7.3 

at approximately x = 1.6. The amplitude rapidly decreases to zero which causes 

the linear term IA(x)1 in the amplitude equation (7.4) to disappear. However, the 

range of integration of the nonlinear integral covers the entire upstream region, 

so the integral term is nonzero and balances dIA(x)lldx on the left-hand side of 

the equation. Because of this, the amplitude passes through the origin in the 

complex plane and produces a jump of 7r in the phase of the amplitude. This phase 

jump effectively changes the signs of the two linear terms in (7.4), dIA(x)lldx and 

I A( x) I, at the current downstream location, x, since exp( i 7r) = -1. The nonlinear 

integral is integrated over the upstream region, so the sign of the integral remains 

unchanged and is now the same as the sign of the two linear terms, i.e., the integral 

term now enhances growth. This change in behavior of the integral term causes 

the sharp spike in figure (7.3) at approximately x = 1.85. 

The phase jump in the amplitude causes some cancellation of the integrand 

to occur when evaluating the nonlinear integral. As the disturbance travels down

stream from the location of the initial phase jump, the amplitude grows and there 

is more cancellation in the nonlinar integral. Eventually, there is enough cancella

tion to change the sign of the integral and to cause the integral to dampen rather 

than augment the growth of the amplitude. As the disturbance convects down

stream, the integral continues to dampen the amplitude until the amplitude passes 
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through zero in the complex plane again. Then the phase of the amplitude changes, 

the nonlinear integral switches from slowing growth to enhancing growth, and the 

whole process just described repeats itself causing the series of spikes seen in figure 

7.3. Even though the amplitude repeatedly decreases to zero and grows again, the 

overall behavior of the amplitude is to grow rapidly, which growth is not predicted 

by linear theory. The modulations or dips in the amplitude delay the onset of the 

rapid growth, which can be seen by comparing the downstream location of the 

growth for angles less than 45° in figure 7.2 to the location of the rapid growth for 

angles greater than 45° in figure 7.3. 

When () = 45°, the nonlinear contribution to the jump of the fundamental 

Fourier component of the downstream velocity across the critical layer, given in 

equation (6.54b), vanishes and causes the double integral in the amplitude equation 

(6.61b) to disappear also. So to the order of our analysis, the growth of the 

amplitude at () = 45° is governed by linear theory. If we had done the analysis at 

higher order in the small amplitude parameter, the nonlinear interaction between 

the two oblique modes at 45° would have appeared. 

Downstream Singularity 

The rapid rise in the amplitude, seen in figures 7.2 and 7.3, suggests that a singu

larity exists, say at the downstream location x(s). The downstream location of the 

singularity depends on the base flow parameters, and is further downstream for 

angles of obliqueness greater than 45° than for angles less than 45°. A proof that 

the singularity exists can be found in Gartside & Balsa. The singularity indicates 

that the amplitude has become large and that the asymptotic scalings are no longer 

valid, i.e., the assumptions used to derive the amplitude equation do not hold once 

the amplitude is large. 

To see how fast the magnitude of the amplitude grows near the singularity, 

we consider equation (7.4) and assume that IA(x)lrv (x(s) - x)-n for n > 1 as x ---+ 

x(s) from below. By substituting this into equation (7.4), we find that dIA(x)lldx rv 

(x(s) - x)-(n+l), and that the inner integrand of the double integral is asymptotic 

to x3 (x(s) - x - ~)-n(x(s) - X - i - x)-n. Integrating this with respect to i gives 
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an answer roughly asymptotic to X3 (X(S) - x - x)1-2n. Multiplying this result 

with A(x + x) shows that the integrand of the outer integral is asymptotic to 

x3 (x(s) - x - x)1-3n. By using integration by parts to integrate this expression, 

we find that the double integral is asymptotic to (x(s) - x)5-3n. Balancing the 

derivative term in equation (7.4) against the double integral term gives n = 3. 

Thus, as X -7 x(s) from below, 

IA(x)1 rv (x(s) - X)-3. (7.7) 

Phase Plots 

We plot the phase of the amplitude in radians against the slow variable x for 

J(r = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 in figure 7.4 with 8 = 30°, and in figure 7.5 with 8 = 60°. 
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Figure 7.4 : The phase of A(x) versus x for J(r = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 at 8 = 30°. 
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Figure 7.5 : The phase of A(x) versus x for f(r = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 at () = 60°. 

These values of f(r are representative only and are not calculated from spe

cific base flow quantities. The phases in each figure have values between -180° and 

180°. We see that in both figures 7.4 and 7.5 that the slopes of the each phases 

plotted equal the value of f(r, which agrees with our trial solution (7.3). The down

stream locations of the phase jumps in figure 7.5 correspond to the location of the 

dips in the magnitude of the amplitude in figure 7.3 for () = 60°. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the nonlinear interaction between two oblique modes in a super

sonic mixing layer is governed by an integro-differential equation similar to those 

obtained by Hickernell and Goldstein. The only essential parameter in the govern

ing equation is the angle of obliqueness, i.e., for each angle, (), there corresponds a 

seperate curve for the magnitude of the scaled amplitude, IAI. The phase of the IAI 
is essentially proportional to the slow downstream coordinate. When the angle of 
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propagation is less than 45°, the disturbance experiences a large monotic increase 

in growth that is not predicted from linear theory. When the angle of propagation 

is greater than 45°, the magnitude of the disturbance undergoes a series of modula

tions in the downstream direction, which are caused by the nonlinear integral term 

alternately enhancing and dampening growth. The overall behavior in this case 

is to experience a large increase in growth that is not predicted by linear theory. 

In both cases, the magnitude of the disturbance increases without bound near the 

downstream singulari ty. 
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